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A Corporate Dedication to
Quality and Reliability
National Semiconductor is an industry leader in the
manufacture of high quality, high reliability integrated
circuits. We have been the leading proponent of driving down IC defects and extending product lifetimes.
From raw material through product design, manufacturing and shipping, our quality and reliability is second
to none.
We are proud of our success ... it sets a standard for
others to achieve. Yet, our quest for perfection is ongoing so that you, our customer, can continue to rely
on National Semiconductor Corporation to produce
high quality products for your design systems.

Charles E. Sporck
President, Chief Executive Officer
National Semiconductor Corporation

Wlr fUhlen uns zu Qualitiit und
ZuverUisslgkeit verpflichtet

Un Impegno Societario di Qualita e
Affidabilita

National Semiconductor Corporation ist f(jhrend bei der Herstellung von integrierten Schaltungen hoher Qualitiit und
hoher ZuverlAsslgkeit. National Semiconductor war schon
immer Vorreiter, wenn es galt, die Zahl von IC AusfAlien zu
verringern und die Lebensdauern von Produkten zu verbessern. Vom Rohmaterial (jber Entwurf und Herstellung bis zur
Auslieferung, die QualitAt und die ZuverlAssigkeit der Produkte von National Semiconductor sind un(jbertroffen.

National Semiconductor Corporation e un'industria al vertice nella costruzione di circuiti integrati di alta qualita ed
affidabilita. National e stata iI principale promotore per I'abbattimento della difettosita dei circuiti integrati e per I'allungamento della vita dei prodotti. Dal materiale grezzo attraverso tutte Ie fasi di progettazione, costruzione e spedizione, la qualita e affidabilita National non e seconda a nessuno.
Noi siamo orgogliosi del nostro successo che fissa per gli
altri un traguardo da raggiungere. II nostro desiderio di perfezione e d'altra parte illimitato e pertanto tu, nostro cliente,
puoi continuare ad affidarti a National Semiconductor Corporation per la produzione dei tuoi sistemi con elevati livelli
di qualita.

Wir sind stolz auf unseren Erfolg, der Standards setzt, die
fOr andere erstrebenswert sind. Auch ihre Anspr(jche steigen stiindig. Sie als unser Kunde konnen sich auch weiterhin
auf National Semiconductor verlassen.

La Qualite et La Fiabilite:
Une Vocation Commune Chez National
Semiconductor Corporation

National Semiconductor Corporation est un des leaders industriels qui fabrique des circuits integres d'une tres grande
qualite et d'une fiabilite exceptionelle. National a ete Ie premier a vouloir faire chuter Ie nombre de circuits integres
defectueux et a augmenter la duree de vie des produits.
Depuis les matieres premieres, en passant par la conception du produit sa fabrication et son expedition, partout la
qualite et la fiabilite chez National sont sans equivalents.
Nous sommes fiers de notre succes et Ie standard ainsi
defini devrait devenir I'objectif a atteindre par les autres societes. Et nous continuons a vouloir faire progresser notre
recherche de la perfection; il en resulte que vous, qui etes
notre client, pouvez toujours faire confiance a National
Semiconductor Corporation, en produisant des syslemes
d'une tres grande qualite standard.

Charles E. Sporck
President, Chief Executive Officer
National Semiconductor Corporation
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TRADEMARKS
Following is the most current list of National Semiconductor Corporation's trademarks and registered trademarks.
Abuseable™
Anadig™
ANS-R-TRANTM
APPSTM
ASPECTTM
Auto-Chem Deflasher™
BCPTM
BI-FETTM
BI-FET IITM
BI-LiNETM
BIPLANTM
BLCTM
BLXTM
Brite-LiteTM
BTLTM
CheckTrackTM
CIMTM
CIMBUSTM
CLASICTM
Cloc~ChekTM

COM BOTM
COMBO ITM
COMBO IITM
COPSTM microcontrollers
Datachecker®
DENSPAKTM
DIBTM
Digitalker®
DISCERNTM
DISTILLTM
DNR®
DPVMTM
ELSTARTM
Embedded System
Processor™
E-Z-LlNKTM
FACTTM

FAIRCADTM
FairtechTM
FAST®
5-Star ServiceTM
GENIXTM
GNXTM
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HEX3000TM
HPCTM
i3L®
ICMTM
INFOCHEXTM
Integral ISETM
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ISETM
ISE/06™
ISE/08TM
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ISOPLANARTM
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KeyScan™
LMCMOSTM
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Macrobus™
MacrocomponentTM
MAXI-ROM®

MSTTM
Naked-8TM
National®
National Semiconductor®
National Semiconductor
Corp.®
NAX800TM
Nitride PIUS™
Nitride Plus Oxide™
NMLTM
NOBUSTM
NSC800TM
NSCISETM
NSX-16TM
NS-XC-16TM
NTERCOMTM
NURAMTM
OXISSTM
p2CMOSTM
PC Master™
Perfect Watch™
PharmS""ChekTM
PLANTM
PLANARTM
Plus-2TM
Polycraft™
POSilink™
POSitalker™
Power + Control™
POWERplanar™
QUAD3000™
QUIKLOOKTM
RATTM
RTX16TM
SABRTM

Mea~ChekTM

MenuMaster™
Microbus™ data bus
MICRO-DACTM
,.,,talker™
Microtalker™
MICROWIRETM
MICROWIRE/PLUSTM
MOLETM

Scrip~ChekTM

SCXTM
SERIES/800TM
Series 900TM
Series 3000TM
Series 32000®
Shelf""ChekTM
SofChekTM
SPIRETM
STARTM
Starlink™
STARPLEXTM
Super-Block™
SuperChipTM
SuperScript™
SYS32™
TapePak®
TDSTM
TeleGate™
The National Anthem®
Time""ChekTM
TINATM
TLCTM
Trapezoidal™
TRI-CODETM
TRI-POLYTM
TRI-SAFETM
TRI-STATE®
TURBOTRANSCEIVERTM
VIPTM
VR32™
WATCHDOGTM
XMOSTM
XPUTM
Z STARTM
883B/RETSTM
883S/RETSTM

IBM PC-AT® is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
MULTIBUS® is a registered trademark of Intel Corporation.
PAL ® is a registered trademark of and used under license from Monolithic Memories, Inc.
UNIX® is a registered trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories.
DECTM, VAXTM and VMSTM are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
LIFE SUPPORT POLICY
NATIONAL'S PRODUCTS ARE NOT AUTHORIZED FOR USE AS CRITICAL COMPONENTS IN LIFE SUPPORT DEVICES OR
SYSTEMS WITHOUT THE EXPRESS WRITTEN APPROVAL OF THE PRESIDENT OF NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION. As used herein:
2. A critical component is any component of a life support
device or system whose failure to perform can be reasonably expected to cause the failure of the life support device or system, or to affect its safety or effectiveness.

1. Life support devices or systems are devices or systems
which, (a) are intended for surgical implant into the body,
or (b) support or sustain life, and whose failure to perform, when properly used in accordance with instructions
for use provided in the labeling,· can be reasonably expected to result in a significant injury to the user.

National Semiconductor Corporation 2900 Semiconductor Drive, P.O. Box 58090, Santa Clara, California 95052-8090 (408) 721-5000
TWX (910) 339-9240
National does not assume any responsibmty for use of any circuitry described, no circuit patent licenses are implied, and National reserves the right, at any time
without notice, to change said circuitry or specifications.
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National Semiconductor Advanced Peripherals products include complex VLSI peripheral circuits designed to serve a
variety of applications. The Advanced Peripherals products
are especially well suited for microcomputer and microprocessor systems such as graphics workstations, personal
computers, and many others. National Semiconductor Advanced Peripherals devices are fully described in a series of
databooks and handbooks.

National Semiconductor provides a complete three-chip solution for an entire IEEE 802.3 standard for Ethernet!
Cheapernet LANs. National Semiconductor offers a completely integrated solution for the IBM 370 class mainframes, System 3X and AS/400 systems for physical layer
front end and processing of the IBM 3270/3299 "coaxial"
and 5250 "twinaxial" protocols. To drive the communications lines, National Semiconductor has drivers and receivers designed to meet all the major standards such as RS232, RS-422, and RS-485. Datasheets and applications information for all these products are in the LAN/DATA
COMM Handbook.

Among the Advanced Peripherals books are the following
titles:
MASS STORAGE
The National Semiconductor family of mass storage interface products offers the industry's highest performance and
broadest range of products for Winchester hard disks and
floppy disks. The Mass Storage Handbook includes complete product information and datasheets as well as a comprehensive design guide for disk controller systems.

GRAPHICS

Sophisticated human interface is a mark of the newest computer systems designs. Today's personal computer may
have better graphics display capability than engineering
workstations of a few years ago. National Semiconductor
has developed a new family of Advanced Graphics products
to provide extremely high performance, high resolution color
graphics displays. The graphics chip set is designed to provide the highest level of performance with minimum demands and loading on the system CPU. The graphics system may be expanded to any number of color planes with
virtually unlimited resolution. The Graphics Databook lays it
all out and makes the display system design easy.

DRAM MANAGEMENT
Today's large Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM)
arrays require sophisticated high performance devices to
provide timing access arbitration on board drive and control.
National Semiconductor offers the broadest range of DRAM
controllers with the highest "No-waitstate" performance
available on the market. Controllers are available in Junction Isolated LS, Oxide Isolated ALS, and double metal
CMOS for DRAMs from 64k bit through 4M bit devices, supporting memory arrays up to 64 Mbyte in size with only one
LSIIVLSI device. For critical applications, National Semiconductor has developed several 16- and 32-bit Error
Checking and Correction (ECC) devices to provide maximum data integrity. The Memory Support Handbook contains complete product information and several application
notes detailing complete memory system design.

REAL TIME CLOCKS
National offers a family of Real Time Clocks (RTCs) and
advanced Timer Clock Peripherals (TCPs). The RTC family
provides a simple ",p bus compatible interface to any system requiring accurate, reliable, on-going real time and calender functions. The TCP family offers the RTC, RAM and
two 16-bit programmable timers with fast ",p bus handshake
controls for chip select, read and write. The Real Time
Clock handbook includes complete product information and
datasheets as well as applications information.

LOCAL AREA NETWORKS AND DATA
COMMUNICATIONS

Today's computer systems have created a huge demand for
data communications and Local Area Networks (LANs).
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Definition of Terms
This data sheet contains the design specifications for product
development. Specifications may change in any manner without notice.
This data sheet contains preliminary data, and supplementary data will
be published at a later date. National Semiconductor Corporation
reserves the right to make changes at any time without notice in order
to improve design and supply the best possible product.
This data sheet contains final specifications. National Semiconductor
Corporation reserves the right to make changes at any time without
notice in order to improve design and supply the best possible product.
National Semiconductor Corporation reserves the right to make changes without further notice to any products herein to
improve reliability, function or design. National does not assume any liability arising out of the application or use of any product
or circuit described herein; neither does it convey,any license under its patent rights, nor the rights of others.
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DP8464B Disk Pulse Detector
General Description
The DP8464B Disk Pulse Deteqtor utilizes analog and digital
circuitry to detect amplitude peaks of the signal received
from the read/write amplifier fitted with the heads of disk
drives. The DP8464B produces a TIL compatible output
which, on the positive leading edge, indicates a signal peak.
Electrically, these peaks correspond to flux reversals on the
magnetic medium. The signal from the read/write amplifier
when reading a disk is therefore a series of pulses with
alternating polarity. The Disk Pulse Detector accurately replicates the time position of these peaks.
The DP8464B Disk Pulse Detector has three main sections:
the Amplifier, the time channel and the gate channel. The
Amplifier section consists of a wide bandwidth amplifier, a
full wave rectifier and Automatic Gain Control (AGC). The
time channel is made from the differentiator and its following bi-directional one shot, while the gate channel is made
from the differential comparator with hysteresis, the D flipflop and its following bi-directional one shot.

package. Normally, it will be fitted in the disk drive, and its
output may be directly connected to the DP8461 or the
DP8465 Data Separator.

Features
• Wide input signal amplitude range-from 20 mVpp to
660 mVpp differential
• Data rates up to 15 Megabits/sec 2,7 code
• On-chip differential gain controlled amplifier, differentiator, comparator gating circuitry, and output pulse
generator
• Input capacitively coupled directly from the disk head
read/write amplifier
• Adjustable comparator hysteresis
• AGC and differentiator time constants set by external
components
• TIL compatible digital Inputs and Outputs
• Encoded Data Output may connect directly to the
DP8461 or DP8465 Data Separator
• Standard drive supply: 12V±10%
• Available in 300 mil wide 24-pin dual-in-line package, a
surface mount 28-pin plastiC chip carrier package, or a
40-pin TapePak® package

The Disk Pulse Detector is fabricated using an advanced
oxide isolated Schottky process, and has been designed to
function with data rates up to 15 Megabits/second. The
DP8464B is available in either a 300 mil wide 24-pin dual-inline package or a surface mount 28-pin plastic chip carrier
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Note: All pin numbers in this data sheet refar to tha 24-pin dual·in-lina package.
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Absolute Maximum Ratings
Storage Temperature
Lead Temp. (Soldering, 10 seconds)

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required,
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications.
Pins
Limit
Supply Voltage
9
14V
TTL Input Voltage
11,13
5.5V
TTL Output Voltage
12,14,15
5.5V
Input Voltage
3,4
5.5V
Minimum Input Voltage
3,4
-0.5V
Differential Input
3Vor -3V
6-7,21-22,
Voltage
2-23
ESD Susceptibility (see Note 5)

- 65'C to

+ 150'C
300'C

Maximum Power Dissipation at 25'C
Molded DIP Package
(derate 15.6 mWrC above 25'C)

1950mW

Plastic Chip Carrier Package
above 25'C)
(derate 12.5 mW

1560mW

rc

Operating Conditions
Symbol
VCC
TA

Parameter
Supply Voltage
Ambient Temperature

Min
10.8
0

Typ
12.0

Max Units
13.2
V
·C
70

DC Electrical Characteristics Over Recommended Operating Temperature and Supply Range VREF = 0.5V,
Set Hysteresis = 0.3V. Read/Write = 0.3V unless otherwise noted. All Pin Numbers Refer to 24 Pin Dual-In-Line Package.
Symbol

I

Pins

I

Parameter

I

Conditions

I

Min

I

Typ

I

Max

I

Units

AMPLIFIER
ZINAI

6,7

Amp In Impedance

TA = 25'C
(Note 1)

AYMIN

18,19

Min Voltage Gain

AC Output 4 Vpp
Differential

AYMAX

18,19

Max Voltage Gain

AC Output 4 Vpp
Differential

VCAGC

16

Voltage on CAGC

Ay = 6.0
Av = 200

0.75

1.0

1.25

kO

6.0

VIV

200

VIV
4.5
3.7

5.5

2.8

V
V

GATE CHANNEL
ZINGCI

21,22

Gate Channel Input
Impedance

TA = 25'C
(Note 1)

1.75

2.5

3.25

kO

ICAGC-

16

Pin 16 Current which
Charges CAGC

VPIN 16 = 3.9V
IVPIN21VPIN 221 = 1.3 VDC

-1.5

-2.5

-3.5

mA

ICAGC+

16

Pin 16 Current which
Discharges CAGC

VPIN16 = 5V
1VPIN21VPIN 221 = 0.7 VDC

1

5

/LA

IYREF

4

VREF Input Bias
Current

-20

-100

/LA

22,21
4,16

AGC Threshold

1.0

1.12

V

-60

-100

/LA

0.48

0.6

0.72

V

3.5

5.0

6.5

kO

1.4

1.8

2.50

mA

VTHAGC

3

ISH

VTHSH

22,21
3,15

(Note 2)

0.88

VPIN 16 =4.2V
Set Hysteresis Input
Bias Current
Set Hysteresis
Threshold

(Note 3)

Time Channel Input
Impedance

TA = 25'C
(Note 1)

TIME CHANNEL
ZINTC
ICd

2,23
24

Current into Pin 1 and
24 that Discharges
Cd

1-4

DC Electrical Characteristics

Over Recommended Operating Temperature and Supply Range VREF = 0.5V,
Set Hysteresis = 0.3V. Read/Write = 0.3V unless otherwise noted. All pin numbers refer to the 24 pin dual-in-line package.
(Continued)
Symbol

Pins

Parameter

Conditions

ZINAI

6,7

Amp In Impedance
in Write Mode

VPIN 11 =2.0V

leAGe-

16

Pin 16 Current
in Write Mode

VPIN 11 =2.0V
VPIN 16 =3.9V
IVPIN21VPIN 221 = 1.3 VDe

Min

Typ

Max

Units

250

n

5

p.A

WRITE MODE .
50
1

DIGITAL PINS
VIH

11,13

High Level Inpul
Voltage

2

Vil

11,13

Low Level Input
Voltage

VI

11,13

Input Clamp
Voltage

Vee = Min
II = -'-ISmA

IIH

11,13

High Level Input
Current

II

11,13

III

V
O.S

V

-1.5

V

Vee = Max
VI = 2.7V

20

p.A

Input Current at
Maximum Input
Voltage

Vee = Max
VI = 5.5V

1

mA

11,13

Low Level Input
Current

Vee = Max
VI = 0.5V

-200

p.A

VOH

12,14,
15

High Level Output
Voltage

Vee = Min
10H = -40 p.A
(Note 4)

Val

12,14,
.15

Low Level Output
Voltage

Vee = Min
10l = SOO p.A
(Note 4)

los

12,14,
15

Output Short
Circuit Current

Vee = Max
Va = OV

Icc

9

Supply Current

Vee = Max

V

2.7

54

0.5

V

-100

mA

75

mA

AC Electrical Characteristics
Over Recommended Operating Temperature and Supply Range unless otherwise noted
Symbol

Pins

Parameter

Conditions

Typ

Max

Units

DP8464B-2

14

Pulse Pairing

(See Pulse Pairing Set Up)

±1.5

±3

ns

DP8464B-3
tpp

14

Pulse Pairing

(See Pulse Pairing Set Up)

±2

±5

ns

DP8464B-l

14

Pulse Pairing

(See Pulse Pairing Set Up)
at 25°C Vee = 1i!V only

±0.5

±1

ns

tpp

tpp

Note 1: The temperature coefficient of the input impedance is typically 0.05% per degree C.

,

Note 2: The AGC Threshold is defined as the voltage across the Gate Channel Input (pins 21 and 22) when the voltage .on CAGe (pin 16) is 4.2V.
Note 3: The Set Hysteresis Threshold is defined as the minimum differential AC signal across the Gata Channel Input (pins 21 and 22) which causes the voltage on

the Channel Alignment Output (pin 15) to change state.
Note 4: To prevent inductive coupling from the digital output~ to Amp In, the TTL outputs should not drive' more than one ALS TIL load each.

Note 5: The following pins did not meet the 2000V ESD test with the human body model, 120 pF thru 1.5 k!l.: Pins 1. 2. 3, 10, 11. 12. 14, 21. 24.
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CD

Pulse Pairing Set Up

D-

o

Cd

Rd

1 Co+
2 TlMEIN+

Co- 24
TIME IN- 23

0.3V

3 SET HYST.

GATE'N 221--t-~------------,

VREF

4 VREF

GATE I. 211-...- - - - - - - - - - - . ,

NO CONNECTION

ANALOG GROUND 20

D.01j.1F

O.01/-1F

R.

"

fOil

6 AMPIN+

AMPOU'· 191--...,---"Jo"""1""rn"Y'\.......- -.........,;-",.......

7 AMPINw

AMP OUT + 18 r--i-..,..-"Jo""".....rn"n......

V'N

NO CONNECTION
12.0V

-----..J

DIG. GROUND 17

9 Vee

CAGC '6i--""T'"::'"

50,F

~
O.3V

10 SETP.W.

n !lEAD/WRITE
12 TIME PULSE OUT

CHAN. ALIGN OUT 15

• Transformer (TI) is
Tektronix CT-2 current
probe or equivalent

ENCODED DATA 14

TlMEPUl.IN 13

TLlF/5283-3

Pulse Pairing Measurement

DP8464B
f = 2.5 MHz
VIN = 40 mVpp differential
VREF = 0.50V
Co = 50 pF
Ro = 4300
Filter
R1 = 240n
C1 = 15 pF

Connect a scope probe to pin 14 (Encoded Data Out) and
trigger off its positive edge. Adjust the trigger holdoff so the
scope first triggers off the pulse associated with the positive
peak and then off the pulse associated with the negative
peak (as shown in the scope photo below). Pulse pairing is
displayed on the second pair of pulses on the display. If the
second pulses are separated by 4 ns, then the pulse pairing
for this part is ± 2 ns.

R2 = 680n
C2=100pF

L1 = 4.7 ftH
This is a 3 pole Bessel with the corner frequency at 7.5
MHz.

Circ~it

Operation

The output from the read/write amplifier is AC coupled to
the Amp Input of the DP8464B. The amplifier's output voltage is fed back via an external filter to an internal fullwave
rectifier and compared against the external voltage on the
VREF pin. The AGC circuit adjusts the gain of the amplifier
to make the peak to peak differential voltage on the Gate
Channel Input four times the DC voltage on VREF. Typically
the signal on Amp Out will be set for 4 Vpp differential.
Since the filter usually has a 6 dB loss, the signal on the
Gate Channel Input will be 2 Vpp differential. The user
should therefore set 0.5V on VREF which can be done with a
simple voltage divider from the + 12V supply.
The peak detection is performed by feeding the output of
the Amplifier through an external filter to the differantiator.
The differentiator outputchanges state when the input pulse
changes direction, generally this will be at the peaks. However, if the Signal exhibits shouldering (the tendency to return to the baseline), the differentiator will also respond to
noise near the baseline. To avoid this problem, the signal is
also fed to a gating channel which is used to define a level
either side of the baseline. This gating channel is comprised

TL/F/5283-4
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Circuit Operation

(Continued)

of a differential comparator with hysteresis and a D flip-flop.
The hysteresis for this comparator is externally set via the
Set Hysteresis pin. In order to have data out, the input amplitude must first cross the hysteresis level which will
change the logic level on the D input of the flip-flop. The
peak of the input signal will generate a pulse out of the
differentiator and bi-directional one shot. This pulse will
clock the new data at the D input through to the output. In
this way, when the differentiator is responding to noise at
the baseline, the output of the D flop is not changing since

the logic level into the D input has not changed. The comparator circuitry is therefore a gating channel which prevents any noise near the baseline from contaminating the
data. The amount of hysteresis is twice the DC voltage on
the Set Hysteresis pin. For instance, if the voltage on the
Set Hysteresis pin is 0.3V, the differential AC signal across
the Gate Channel Input must be larger than 0.6V before the
output of the comparator will change states. In this case,
the hysteresis is 30% of a 2V peak to peak differential signal at the gate channel input.

Connection Diagrams
Dual·in·Llne (DIP) Package
24

+

23

TIME CHANNEL INPUT -

SET HYSTERESIS

22

GATE CHANNEL INPUT

VREf

21

GATE CHANNEL INPUT

NO CONNECTION

20

ANALOG GROUND

19

AMP OUT -

18

AMP OUT +

TIME CHANNEL INPUT

AMP IN

+

6

AMP IN -

DIGITAL GROUND

8

NO CONNECTION

Vee

CAGe

CHANNEL
ALIGNMENT OUTPUT

SET PULSE WIDTH

ENCODED DATA OUTPUT

REAo/WRITE

TIME PULSE IN

TIME PULSE OUT

TL/F/S283-2

Top View
Order Number DP8464BN·3 or DP8464BN·2
See NS Package N24C

PlastiC Chip Carrier (PCC) Package
VREF HyJ::ESIS TIME IN + CD +
4

3

2 •
1

CD -

TIME IN - GATE IN

26

Ne

5

25

GATE IN

NC

6

24

ANALOG 6ND

AMPIN+

7

23

AMPOUT-

22

AMPOUT+

TOP VIEW

AMP IN-

NC

9

21

Ne

Vee

10

20

DIGITAL GNO

Ne

11

19 CAGC
12 13 14 15 16 17 16

I

Ne

SET 11m/WRITE TIME
PULSE
PULSE
WIDTH
OUT

TL/F/5283-30

Order Number DP8464BV·3, DP8464BV·2 or DP8464BV·l
See NS Package V28A
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Pin Definitions
Pin#

(All pin numbers refer to the 24 pin dual-in-line package)
Pln#
Name
Function
Power Supply
The supply is + 12V± 10%.
9
Vee
17

Digital
Ground

20

Analog
Ground
Analog Signals
Ampln+
6
Amp In7

18
19

22
21

2

23

1
24

AmpOut+
Amp Out-

Digital signals should be referenced
to this pin.

These are the differential inputs to
the Amplifier. The output of the read/
write head amplifier should be capacitively coupled to these pins.
These are the differential outputs of
the Amplifier. These outputs should
be capacitively coupled to the gating
channel filter (if required) and to the
time channel filter.

Gate
Channel
Inputs

These are the differential inputs to
the AGC block and the gating channel. These inputs must be capacitiveIy coupled from the Amp Out.

Time
Channel
Input+
Time
Channel
Input-

These are the differential inputs to
the differentiator in the time channel.
In most applications, a filter between
the Amp Out (pins 18 and 19) and
these inputs is required to band limit
the noise and to correct for any
phase distortion introduced by the
read circuitry. In all cases this input
must be capacitively coupled to prevent disturbing the DC input level.
The external differentiator network is
connected between these two pins.

3

Set
Hysteresis

The DC voltage on this pin sets the
amount of hysteresis on the differential comparator. Typically this voltage
can be established by a simple resistive divider from the positive supply.

4

VREF

The AGC circuit adjusts the gain of
the amplifier to make the differential
peak to peak voltage on the Gate
Channel Input equal to four times the
DC voltage on this pin. This voltage
can be established by a simple resistive divider from the positive supply.

5
8

No connection
No connection
CAGe

Function
An external capacitor to control the
pulse width of the Encoded Data Out
is connected between this pin and
Digital Ground.
If this pin is low, the Pulse Detector is
in the read mode and the chip is active. When this pin goes high, the
pulse detector is forced into a standby mode. This is a standard TIL input.

11

Read/Write

12

Time
Pulse
Out

This is the TTL output from the bi-directional one shot following the differentiator. In most applications this
can be connected directly to the
Time Pulse In.

13

Time
Pulse
In

This is the TIL input to the clock of
the D flip-flop. Usually this is connected directly to the Time Pulse Out
pin.

15

Channel
Alignment

This is the buffered output of the differential comparator with hysteresis.
This is usually used in the initial system design and is not used in production.

14

Encoded
Data Out

This is the standard TTL output
whose leading edge, indicates the
time position of the peaks.

Analog signals should be referenced
to this pin.

Cd+
Cd-

16

Name

Digital Signals
10
Set Pulse
Width

Application Information
GENERAL DESCRIPTION

All pin numbers refer to 24 pin dual-in-line package.
The DP8464B Disk Pulse Detector utilizes analog and digital
circuitry to detect amplitude peaks of the signal received
from the Read/Write Amplifier. The analog Signal from a
disk is a series of pulses, the peaks of which correspond to
1's or flux reversals on the magnetic medium. The pulse
detector must accurately determine the time position of
these peaks. ~he peaks are indicated by the positive leading edge of a TIL compatible output pulse. This task is complicated by variable pulse amplitudes depending on the media type, head position, head type and read/write amplifier
circuit gain. Additionally, as the bit density on the disk increases, the amplitude decreases and significant bit interaction occurs resulting in pulse distortion and shifting of the
peaks.
The graph in Figure 1 shows how the pulse amplitude varies
with the number of flux reversals per inch (or recording density) for a given head disk system. The predominant disk
applications are associated with the first two regions on this
graph, Regions 1 and 2. Typical waveforms received by the
pulse detector for these regions are shown next to the
graph.

The external capacitor for the AGC is
connected between this pin and Analog Ground.
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Application Information
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(Continued)
Region 1 is the high resolution area characterized by a large
spread between flux reversals and a definite return to baseline (no signal) between these peaks. Pulses of this type are
predominantly found in drives which use either thin film
heads or plated media, or in drives which utilize run length
limited codes (like the 2,7 code) which spread the distance
between flux reversals.

The peak detection is performed by feeding the output of
the Gain Controlled Amplifier through an external filter to
the differentiator. The differentiator output changes state
when the input pulse changes direction, generally this will
be at the peaks. However, if the signal exhibits shouldering
(the tendency to return to the baseline) as seen in Region 1
and the upper part of Region 2, the differentiator will also
respond to noise near the baseline. To avoid this, the signal
is also fed to a gating channel which is used to define a
level either side of the baseline. This gating channel comprises a differential comparator with hysteresis and a D flipflop. The hysteresis for this comparator is externally set via
the Set Hysteresis pin. In order to have valid data out, the
input amplitude must first cross the hysteresis level. This will
change the logic level on the D input of the flip-flop. The
peak of the input signal will generate a pulse out of the
differentiator and bi-directional one shot. This pulse will
clock in the new data on the D input, which will appear at
the Q output. In this way, when the differentiator is responding to noise at the baseline, the output of the D flop is not
changing since the logic level into the D input has not yet
changed. The comparator circuitry is therefore a gating
channel to prevent any noise near the baseline from contaminllting the data.
The amount of hysteresis is twice the DC voltage on the Set
Hysteresis pin. For instance, if the voltage on the Set Hysteresis pin is O.3V, the differential Gate Channel Input must
be larger than O.6V (± O.3V) before the output of the comparator will change states. The Time Pulse Out, Encoded
Data, and Channel Alignment Output are designed to drive 1
standard TTL gate.

A Region 2 waveform will vary from a tendency to return to
the baseline (called shouldering) to almost sinusoidal at the
higher frequencies. These pulses come from drives which
use limited frequency codes (such as MFM). The pulses
may contain shoul(:lering on the outer tracks of the disk and
be nearly sinusoidal on the inner tracks since the flux density increases towards the inner track.
Detecting pulse peaks of waveforms of such variable characteristics requires a means of separating both noise and
shouldering-caused errors from the true peaks. In the past,
mild shoulder-caused errors were blocked by self-gating circuits (such as the "de-snaker"). These circuits fail when
shouldering is extensive, hence the need for the DP84648
which includes a peak sensing circuit and an amplitude sensitive gating channel in parallel.
The main circuit blocks of the DP84648 are shown in Figure
2. The output from the read/write amplifier is fed directly to
the Amp Input of the DP84648. This is the input of a Gain
Controlled Amplifier. The amplifier's output voltage is fed
back via an external filter to an internal fullwave rectifier and
compared against the external voltage on the VREF pin. The
AGC circuit adjusts the gain of the amplifier to make the
peak-to-peak differential Gate Channel input voltage four
times the DC voltage on VREF.

REGION 1 WAVEFORM

REGION 2 WAVEFORM

1.00

A

1\1\1\/

/\

/\AAI

1~\TV

/\/VVV

II
TL/F/5283-5

1-----__

~ 0.75

i

~ 0.50

REGION 1

i
0.25

OL---------------~----~----~----~
BIT DENSITY (BPI)

FIGURE 1. Pulse Amplitude vs. Bit Density with Typical Waveforms
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DP8464B
OJ

0'
(')

c""
i·

...I»

CC

Pin 5-No connection

r--;-I

Pin 8-No connection

r-------i

3

l
T

l

AMP OUT

9

19

GATE
CHANNel
INPUT

......

18

21

GAIN
CONTROllED
AMPLIFIER

L
65V-

..

o

·1

I

1>--11-----1
16

I

CD

231

J

24

L-j

4V

DlFFERENTIATOR
L------1____
.J

SI·DlRECTIONAl
ONE SHOT

DIFFERENTIAL
COMPARATOR
WITH
HYSTERESIS

~

CAGI

RD

~ I-<

222

4V

I~

7

TIME
CHANNEL
INPUT

J..

'5

6

-.{

~

r-

+12V

AUTOMATIC
GAIN
CONTROL

L

FUll
WAVE
RECTIFIER

1:>--1 . .
-

~

I

U
11

4

17

READ/
WRITE

VREF

DIGITAL
GROUND

20

1 1
ANALOG
GROUND

3

SET
HYSTERESIS

I PU[~~~Ul
I 12
13

C

Q

J
I

SI·DIRECTIONAl
ONE SHOT

~
14

TIME
PULSE"
L...... EI 'CODED
,----... DATA

~D~

15

CHANNEL
AliGNMENT
OUTPUT

10

SET
PULSE
WIDTH
TUF/S283-7

FIGURE 2. DP8464B Block Diagram, Region 1 Connection

Application Information

(Continued)
sients encountered during a write to read transition. The
input impedance to the amplifier is therefore 1k during read
operations and 3000 during write operations.

GAIN CONTROLLED AMPLIFIER
The purpose of the Gain Controlled Amplifier is to increase
the differential input signal to a fixed amplitude while maintaining the exact shape of the input waveform. The Gain
Controlled Amplifier is designed to accept input signals from
20 mVpp to 660 mVpp differential and amplify that signal to
4 Vpp differential. The gain is therefore from 6 to 200 and is
controlled by the automatic gain control (AGC) loop. The
amplifier output is actually capable of delivering typically 5
Vpp differential output but the parts are only tested and
guaranteed to 4 Vpp.
The input to the Gain Controlled Amplifier is shown in Figure
3. The value of the input capacitors should be selected so
that the pole formed by the coupling capacitor and the 1k
bias resistor is a factor of 10 lower than the lowest signal
frequency. These input bias resistors have a ± 20% tolerance and a temperature coefficient of 0.05% per degree C.
When the pulse detector is in the write mode, these bias
resistors are automatically shunted by 4250 resistors. This
allows the input circuit to recover quickly from the large tran-

The output of the Gain Controlled Amplifier is shown in Figure 4. The outputs are biased at (12V - (0.75 mA x 2.4k)
- 0.75V) or 9.5V. Since each output will swing ± 1V (4 Vpp
differential), each output pin will swing from S.5V to 10.5V. If
the total differential load placed on the output is 1k, (see
Figure 5) then the circuit must supply 2V11 k or 2 mA. Since
the output is class A, external resistors to ground must be
used to provide the sink current. In this case, in order to sink
2 mA at the lowest voltage, then (S.5V/2 mAl or an external
4.3k resistor from each output to ground is required. Note
that the circuit has additional margin since the internal 2 mA
current sources were not included in the calculation. Typically the output impedance of the Gain Controlled Amplifier
is 170, and the -3 dB bandwidth is greater than 20 MHz.

---I~-lk

FROM
READ

AMP IN

6.SV

AMPUFIER
lk

--,~--

TL/F/5283-8

FIGURE 3_ Input to Gain Controlled Amplifier
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....- ....-_t--....-

12V

AMP OUT

2mA

TLlF/5283-9

FIGURE 4. Output of Gain Controlled Amplifier

Your

i
":"

4.3k
2.4 rnA
(2 rnA)

4.3k
2rnA
(2.4 rnA)

":"

":"

T
TL/F15283-10

FIGURE 5. Output Stage with lk Differential Load
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Application Information

(Continued)
tion is critical during this time, the system may fail. The proper operation, for this example, is to set the VREF at 0.35V so
the amplifier will not saturate if the input suddenly 'increases
30%.

AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL (AGC)

The Automatic Gain Control holds the signal level at the
Gate Channel Input at a constant level by controlling the
gain of the Gain Controlled Amplifier. This is necessary because the amplitude of the input signal will vary with track
location, variations in the magnetic film, and differences in
the actual recording amplitude. The Gain Controlled Amplifier is designed for a maximum 4 Vpp differential output. To
prevent the Gain Controlled Amplifier from saturating, the
VREF level must be set so the maximum amplifier output
voltage is 4 Vpp. The AGC will force the differential peak-topeak signal on the Gate Channel Input to be four times the
voltage applied to the VREF pin. Normally some kind of filter
is connected between the Gain Controlled Amplifier's output
and the Gate Channel Input. Typically this filter has a 6 dB
insertion loss in its pass band. Since the AGC holds the
amplitude at the Gate Channel Input constant, this 6 dB loss
through the Gate Channel filter will cause the Gain Controlled Amplifier's output to be 6 dB larger than the Gate
Channel Input.
The AGC loop starts out in the high gain mode. When the
input signal is larger than expected, the AGC loop will quickly reduce the amplifier gain so the peak-to-peak differential
voltage on the Gate Channel Input remains four times the
voltage on VREF. If the input amplitude suddenly drops, the
AGC loop will slowly increase the amplifier gain until the
differential peak-to-peak Gate Channel Input voltage again
reaches four times VREF. The AGC loop requires several
peaks to react to an increased input signal. In order to recover the exact peak timing during this transition, the VOUT
level must be set somewhat lower than the maximum of
4 Vpp. For instance, if the VREF is 0.5V, and if the loss in the
gate channel filter is 6 dB, then the Amp Output is 4 Vpp. If
the Amp Input suddenly increases 30%, the amplifier may
saturate and the timing for a few peaks may be disturbed
until the AGC reduces the amplifier gain. If the peak detec-

A simplified circuit of the AGC block is shown in Figure 6.
When the full wave rectified signal from the Gate Channel
Input is greater than VREF, the voltage on the collector of
transistor Tl will increase and charge up the external capacitor CAGe through T2. The typical available charging current is 2.5 mA.Conversely, if this input is less than VREF,
transistor T2 will be off, so the capacitor CAGe will be discharged by the base current going into the Darlington T3
and T4. This discharge current is approximately 1 )J-A. The
voltage across CAGe controls the gain of the Gain Controlled Amplifier. This voltage will vary from typically 3.4V at
the highest gain to 4.5V at the lowest gain.
When the AGC circuit has not received an input signal for a
long time, the base current of the Darlington will discharge
the external CAGe to 3.4V. The amplifier will now be at its
highest gain. When a large signal comes in, the external
CAGe will be charged up with the 2.4 rnA from T2 thereby
reducing the gain of the amplifier. The formula, I = C x
(dV/dt) can be used to calculate the time required for the
amplifier to go from a gain of 200 to a gain of 6. For instance, if CAGe = 0.01 )J-f, the charging current I is 2.4 mA,
and the dV required for the amplifier to go through its gain
range is 1.1 V, then
dt = (0.01 )J-F X 1.1V)/ (2.4 mAl or 4.6 )J-s.
In reality, the gain does not change this quickly since the
CAGe would only be charging during a portion of the input
waveform.
By using the same argument, the time required to increase
the amplifier gain after the input has been suddenly reduced
can be calculated. This time, the discharging current is only
1 )J-a so
dt = (0.01 )J-F X 1.1V)/1 )J-A) or 11 ms.
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FIGURE 6. Simplified AGC Circuit
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This time can be decreased by placing an external resistor
across the CAGe. For instance, if a 100k resistor is placed in
parallel witl) CAGe, then the discharge current is 40 ",A. The
time required to increase the amplifier gain is now 40 times
faster or 275 '"'S. If this external resistor· is made even smaller, say 10k, then the discharge time will go to 27.5 '"'S. Now
however, there is another problem introduced. The. response time of the AGC is so fast that it distorts the signal
at the output of the .Gain Controlled Amplifier. Distortion of
the signal at the Amplifier Output can affect the time position of the peaks of this signal. Be sure to check this distortion over the range of input levels you expect to encounter,
when choosing the external Rand C values for the AGC.

time there may be some applications where it is desirable to
switch in a parallel resistor to quickly discharge CAGe then
switch it out to force a quick attack. Because of the quick
attack time, the AGC obtains the proper level quicker than it
would had CAGe simply been allowed to discharge to the
new level.
There are some applications where it is deSirable to hold the
AGC level for a period of time, This can be .done by raising
the READ/WRITE pin. This will shut off the input circuitry,
and it will take time (about 2.5 ,",s) for the circuit to recover
when going back into the read mode. Figure 9 shows a
method to hold the AGC level while remaining in the read
mode (which could be used in embedded servo applications). If the voltage on VREF is raised to 3V, then the amplifier output voltage cannot get large enough to turn on the
circuitry to charge up CAGe. For this to work properly, there
can not be a large discharge current path (resistor in parallel
with CAGel across CAGe. The AGC block can be bypassed
altogether by connecting VREF to 3V. In this way. the user
can use his own AGC circuit to drive the CAGe pin directly.

If the value of the bleed resistor across the CAGe is decreased (in order to equalize the AGC attack and decay
times) the value of CAGe' must be increased in order to
maintain an AGC response that does not distort the signal.
There is. a second order effect on the amplitude that results
from this attack and decay time equalization. Referring to
Figure 2, notice that the AGC is driven from a full wave
rectified version of the Gate Channel Input signal. When the
AGC is operated normally (ie. fast attack and slow decay)
the voltage that appears across CAGe is the peak detected
value of this full wave rectified waveform. However. if you
equalize the AGC attack and decay. times the voltage
across CAGe is the RMS voltage (0.707 times the peak) of
the full wave rectified waveform. Thus, the voltage across
CAGe is less and the amplitude out of the Gain Controlled
Amplifier will consequently be 1.4 times larger.
It is possible to externally drive the CAGe pin to control the
gain of the amplifier. It must be noted that the gain of the
amplifier is not always exactly 200 when the voltage on
CAGe is 3.4V. The transfer curve between the gain of the
amplifier and the voltage on CAGe is only approximate. This
transfer curve will vary between parts and with temperature.
Care should be taken to prevent the voltage on the CAGe
pin from going below ground or above 5.5V. Figure lshows
a typical curve of the Gain Controlled Amplifier Gain vs. the
voltage across CAGe (Vpin 16.)
300
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~ 200
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FIGURE 8. Circuit to Decrease AGC Response Time
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. FIGURE 9. Circuit for AGC Hold
READ/WRITE
In the normal read mode, the signal from the read/write
head amplifier is in the range of 20 mVpp to 660 mVpp.
However, when data is being written to the disk, the Signal
coming into the analog input of the pulse detector will be on
the order of 600 mV.. Such a large signal will disturb the
AGC level and would probably saturate the amplifier. In addition, if a different read/write amplifier is selected, there will
be a transient introduced because the offset of the preamplifiers are not matched. A READ/WRITE input pin has
been provided to minimize these effects to the pulse detector. This is a standard TTL input.
When the READ/WRITE pin is low, the pulse detector is in
the read mode. When the READ/WRITE pin is taken high,
three things happen. First, the 1k reSistors across the AMP
IN pins are shunted by 300n resistors, as described previously in the Gain Controlled Amplifier section. Next, the amplifier is squelched so there is no signal on the Amp Output.
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FIGURE 7. Gain Controlled Amplifier Gain vs. Vpin 16
It is possible to change the time constant of the AGC circuit
by switching in different external components at the desired
times. For instance, as shown in Figure 8, an external open
collector TTL gate and resistor can be added in parallel with
CAGe to decrease the AGC response time. Similarly, an external capaCitor could be switched in to increase the response time. Since in the absence of an external resistor
the discharge time of CAGe is much longer than the attack
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Finally, the previous AGC level is held. This AGC hold function is accomplished by not allowing any current to charge
up the extemal CAGC. The voltage across this capacitor will
slowly reduce due to the bias current into the Darlington
(see Figure 6) or through any resistor placed in parallel with
CAGC. Therefore, as described in the Automatic Gain Control section, the gain of the amplifier will slowly increase. All
of these three events happen simultaneously.
When the READ/WRITE input is returned low, the pulse
detector will go back to the read mode in a specific sequence. First of all, the input impedance at the Amp In is
returned to 1k. Then, after approximately 1 p,s, the Gain
Controlled Amplifier is taken out of the squelch mode, and
finally approximately 1 p,s after that, the AGC circuit is
turned back on. This return to the read mode is designed to
minimize analog transients in order to provide stable operation after 2.5 p,s. It is very important that the analog input be
stable before the chip is returned to the read mode. It is
recommended that other than when writing, the Pulse Detector be in the read mode at all times in order to prevent
the 2.5 p,s delay from slowing up the system. The READ/
WRITE pin may be connected to the Write Gate output of a
controller (such as the DP8466 Disk Data Controller).

TL/F/5283-15

FIGURE 10. Typical Region 1 Waveform

TLlF/5283-16

FIGURE 11. Region 1 Waveform with
the Incorrect Phase Relationship
frequencies of interest, then the wave shape will be maintained. An MFM coded signal. will contain three basic frequency components (or tlie various digital patterns of data.
For instance, a 10 Megabit/sec MFM signal will consist of
analog frequencies of 2.5 MHz, 3.33 MHz and 5 MHz. On
the outer track the bit density is the ·Iowest and the 5 and
3.33 MHz signals will look sinusoidal while the 2.5 MHz signal will have a tendency to return to the baseline. This returning to the baseline is called shouldering and is illustrated
in FIgure 10. Since this shouldering is rich In 3rd harmonicthe 2.5 MHz signal will have a strong 7.5 MHz component.
The 10 Megabit/sec MFM signal will therefore have
2.5 MHz; 3.33-MHz, 5 MHz, and 7.5 MHz components which
must be filtellld with constant group delay in ·order to reproduce the original waveform. For example, If the phase shift
through the filter at 2.5 MHz Is 33.3", then at 3.33 MHz the
phase shift must be 44.3", at 5 MHz-66.6°,· and at
d/l
'
7.5 MHz-99.9"., The group delay -dt for
this . case. is
.

TIME CHANNEL FILTER
The peak detection is performed by feeding the output of
the Gain Controlled Amplifier through an extemal filter to
the differentiator. The differentiator output changes state
when the input pulse changes direction, generally this will
be at the peaks. The differentiator can also respond to
noise near the baseline, in which case the comparator !lating channel will inhibit the output. The purpose of the external 'filter is to bandwidth limit the incoming signal for noise
considerations. Care must be used in the design of this filter
to ensure the delay is not a function of frequency. For this
reason, a high order Bessel filter with its constant group
delay characteristics can be used in this application. Often,
this filter must be specifically deSigned to correct errors introduced by the non~ideal phase characteristics of the Input
read head. The typclal - 3 dB pOint for this filter Is around
1.5 times the highest recorded frequency. The design of this
filter is complex and will not be discussed here. However,
the following discussion does give a feel for some of the
considerations involved in the filter design. The reader is
referred to reference '" 3 listed at the end of the Applications Notes for further filter design information.

13.32" /MHz. This can be better interpreted as a time delay.
33.3° of a 2.5 MHz signal is equivalent to (33.3/360)· X
(1/2.5 MHz) or 37 ns. Similarly, 66.6" on a 5 MHz signal is
(66.6/360) X (1/5 MHz) = 37 ns.

Fl{}ure 10 shows \l~pical Region 1 waveform where there is
no bit interaction. This waveform is primarily the sum of the
fundamental frequency and its 3rd harmonic (higher odd
harmonic!! are present vihen there is more shouldering).
If the filter is to preserve this wave shape (thiS would be the
case if no read/write head phase compensation were necessary) then the phase relationship between the fundamen~
tal frequency and its harmonics must not be altered. Figure
11 shows the output when the 3rd harmonic has the proper
magnitude, but the phase relationship is not maintained.
The result is that the output waveform is not the same
shape as the input (in a severe case it may be almost unrecognizable) and the time position of the peaks has been altered.

The third order Bessel Filter as shown in the 10 Mblt/sec.
pulse pairing measurement board on the data sheet is deSigned for a constant group delay and a -3 dB point of
7.5 MHz. At this frequency the delay through the filter is 35
ns. The Gain 'Controlled Amplifier of the DP8464B is designed for a group delay of a 7.8 ns ± 0.5 ns for frequencies
up to 7.5 MHz. The 7.8 ns delay in the Gain Controlled
Amplifier and the. 37 ns delay in the Bessel Filter do not
introduce any timing error, only a delay of 44.3 ns from the
Amp Input to the o~tput of the filter.
DIFFJ;:RENTIATOR
A simplified circuit of the first stage of the differentiator is
shown in FIgure 12. The voltages at V3.and V4 are simply
two diodes down from V1 and V2. Therefore the voltage

One electrical parameter which describes how well a filter
will preserve a wave shape is called group delay. Group
delay is defined as the change in phase divided by the
change in frequency. If the group delay is constant over the
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FIGURE 12. Simplified Differentiator First Stage

Note that this is the maximum value for the capacitor when
the series resistor Rd is zero. The value of the capacitor can
be increased if a series resistor is used, but the maximum
current through the differentiator network must not exceed
1.4 mA.lf too large a value for Cd is used, the delay through
the differentiator will become dependent on frequency. This
will not show up in a single frequency test such as a test for
pulse pairing.

across the external differentiator network (Cd in series with
Rd) is the differential input voltage Vl - V2. When Rd is
zero, the current through Cd is I = C X (dV/dt) or Cd X
(dVIN/dt). The 02 collector current is the sum of the 1.8 mA
current source plus the current through Cd or
1.8 mA + Cd X (dVIN/dt).
Similarly, the 03 collector current is
1.8 mA - Cd X (dVIN/dt).
Therefore, the differentiator output voltage, V5 - V6, is

For the MFM code, the maximum analog frequency is % the
data rate. For the %(2,7) code, the maximum analog frequency is 1/3 the data rate. The above sinusoidal analysis is
valid as long as the highest frequency on the outer track is
nearly sinusoidal. If, however, there is significant shouldering of this signal then the value of Cd should be reduced
accordingly.
The following table summarizes the value of Cd to use for a
2 Vpp differential signal to the time channel input.

1.5k X 2 X Cd X (dV\N/dt).
The input is ata peak when V5 - V6 = OV.
The differentiator network (Cd and Rd) should be selected
so the maximum current into the differentiator network is not
greater than the minimum current of 11 and 12 over temperature. In the electrical specifications, the minimum current is
specified for 1.4 mA (led Current into Pin 1 and 24 that
discharges Cd). For example, the highest analog frequency
in a 10 Megabit/sec, MFM signal is 5 MHz. Since the AGC
loop has forced the input to the differentiator to 2 Vpp
(which includes the 6 dB loss of the filter), then the voltage
across the capacitor (assuming Rd is 0) is:
VIN = 1 X sin(2 X 7r X 5E6 X t)
and
dVIN/dt = 1 X 2 X7r

X 5E6

X cos(2 X 7r X 5E6 X t)

Data Rate

Code

Maximum Frequency

Cd

5 mbits/sec

MFM

2.5 MHz

90pF
140 pF

5 mbits/sec

2,7

1.6MHz

10 mbitsl sec

MFM

5.0 MHz

45 pF

10 mbits/ sec

2,7

3.3 MHz

67 pF

As noted above, the value of the capacitor can be increased
if a series resistor is used, but the maximum current through
the differentiator network must not exceed 1.4 mAo For example, the components used in the Pulse Pairing Setup
(see AC Electrical Specifications) are for a typical 10 Mbitsl
sec MFM drive. The combination of the Cd of 50 pF and the
Rd of 430n gives a combined impedance of 768n at the
highest frequency of 5 MHz. This gives a maximum current
of 1.3 mA-well below the 1.4 mA limit.

and the maximum slope is
(dVIN/dt)max = 1 X 2 X 7r X 5E6, = 314E5 V Isec.
For this example, Cd can now be calculated. Since I = C X
(dV/dt); then for I = 1.4 mA, dV/dt = 314E5, then the
maximum Cd must equal 45 pF. From this example, a following simple design equation for the value of Cd can be derived,.
Cd = 445/(VIN X fmax) .

A resistor is placed in series with Cd in order to band limit the
differentiator response. This resistor also has an effect on
the phase linearity of the differentiator. An ideal differentiator produces an output that is 90 degree phase shifted from
the input regardless of the input frequency. The presence of
the series resistor produces an output phase shift that is
less than 90 degrees and changes with the input frequency.
This resistor can be used to correct for frequency related
phase problems encountered elsewhere in the read path.

where
Cd is the maximum external differentiator capacitor in pF
VIN is the peak to peak differential Time Channel input
voltage
f max is the maximum analog frequency in MHz
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gating channel. The hysteresis level is usually set between
15% to 40% of the differential input signal.

To properly decode the information on the disk, the read
channel must determine if there is a peak (or a "1") during a
period of time called a detection window. The detection window for MFM and the (2,7) code is
1/(2 x data bit rate).

The operation of the gating channel is shown in Figure 13.
At the top is a typical Region 1 waveform which exhibits
shouldering on the lowest frequency and is almost sinusoidal on the highest frequency. In this example, this waveform
is fed to both the timing and the gating channel. The hysteresis level (of about 25%) has been drawn on this waveform.
The second waveform is the output of the differentiator and
its bi-directional one shot. This is the waveform on the Time
Pulse Out pin. While there is a positive edge pulse at each
peak, there is also noise at the shoulders. In this example,
the Time Pulse Out is conneoted directly to the Time Pulse
In without any external delay. This output is therefore the
clock for the D flip-flop.

This detection window must accommodate errors in many
parts of the system including filters, data separator, and
peak shift variations in the data pattern. The pulse pairing of
the DP8464B should be included in the error budget calculation.
Unequal delays through the bi-directional one shots will
contribute to pulse pairing. To minimize this effect, pin 2
should be connected to 22 and pin 23 should be connected
to 21. If connected this way, the delays tend to cancel. For
the PCC Package, Pin 26 to Pin 2, and Pin 25 to Pin 27.

The third waveform in Figure 13 is the output of the Comparator with Hysteresis which goes to the D input of the flipflop. The true peaks are the first positive edges of the Time
Pulse Out which occur after the output of the comparator
has changed states. The D flip-flop will "clock" in these
valid peaks to the output bi-directional one shot. Therefore,
the noise pulses (due to the differentiator responding to
noise at the baseline) just "clock" in the old data through
the flip-flop and the output does not change.
The Q output of the flip-flop drives the output bidirectional
one-shot which generates the positive edges corresponding
to the peaks. The width of the data pulses can be controlled
by an external capacitor from the Set Pulse Width pin to
ground. This pulse width can be adjusted from 20 ns to %
the period of the highest frequency. Typical values for this
capacitor are 20 pF for a 25 ns pulse width to 100 pF for a
100 ns pulse.

DIFFERENTIAL COMPARATOR WITH HYSTERESIS
The actual peak detection is done in the time channel with
the differentiator. Unfortunately, the differentiator not only
responds to signal peaks but also responds to noise at the
baseline. In order to prevent this noise from generating false
data, the signal at the output of the Gain Controlled Amplifier is also passed through a gating channel which prevents
any output change before the input signal has crossed an
established level. This gating channel comprises a differential comparator with hysteresis and a D flip-flop. The hysteresis for this comparator is set externally via the Set Hysteresis pin. The amount of hysteresi~ is twice the voltage on the
Set Hysteresis pin. For instance, if the voltage on the Set
Hysteresis pin is 0.3V, the differential input signal must be
larger than 0.6V( ± 0.3V) before the output of the comparator will change states. The 0.6V hysteresis represents 30%
of a typical 2V differential input signal level to the
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FIGURE 13. Time and Gate Channel Operation for Region 1 Signals
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the input waveform for the F-2F signal on the inner track of
a system looks similar to waveform #4 in Figure 14 (N X
2.2 FCI), then the outer track will have a bit density that is
approximately N X 2.2/1.7 or N X 1.3 FCI. This is shown in
the second waveform. Tracks half the way in will have a bit
density of the average between the inner and outer tracks
in this case N X 1.7 FCI which is illustrated in the third
waveform. Note that the analog waveforms change considerably with track location. Self-gating circuits ("desnakers")
can be used in MFM systems which operate in these last
three curves (from N X 1.7 FCI to N X 2.9 FCI). If the FCI
becomes much less, the shouldering on the lowest frequency will let in too much noise. If the FCI is increased, the peak
resolution gets very poor. Now we can compare these
waveforms to longer run length limited codes.

PULSE DETECTOR OPERATION IN REGIONS 1 AND 2
Figure 14 shows the input waveform for the lowest frequency followed by the highest frequency for an MFM code. In
MFM the highest frequency is twice the lowest frequency.
The outer track has the least flux changes per inch (FCI)
and is illustrated in the waveforms at the top. There is so
much room between the pulses that the signal returns to the
baseline for the lowest frequency while there is shouldering
at the highest frequency. As you go towards the inner track,
the pulses become more crowded and bit interaction occurs. At the third curve down (N x 1.7 FCI), there is shoul~ering at the lo~est frequency while the highest frequency
IS almost sinusoidal. At higher bit densities, the lowest frequency looks sinusoidal, while the highest frequency is decreasing in amplitude. In Figure 14, the first three waveforms are examples of Region 1 operation (very little
change in amplitude with frequency). The last two waveforms are examples of Region 2 operation.
In a disk system, the bit density changes about a factor of
1.7 between the inner and the outer track. For instance, if

Figure 15 shows the analog waveform for the lowest frequency followed by the highest frequency for a 2,7 code. In
the 2,7 code, the frequency range is from F to 2.66 X F.
Unlike the MFM code, there is no region where the self-gating "desnaker" will work on both the inner and outer tracks.
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FIGURE 14. MFM F-2F Pulse Waveforms
for Various Flux Changes per Inch

FIGURE 15. F-2.66 X F Pulse Waveforms
for Various Flux Changes per Inch
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The simplest operation is for systems operating entirely in
Region 1, that is, no amplitude reduction between the highest and the lowest frequency at the inner track. The inner
track is specified because the pulse interaction is most severe on the inner track. For Region 1 operation, only the
Time Channel filter is required, so the Gate Channel Input is
connected to the Time Channel Input. Since no external
time delay is required to align the time and gate channels,
the Time Pulse Out is connected directly to the Time Pulse
In. The Region 1 connection is shown in Figure 2. The internal timing for this operation is shown in Figure 13.
If there is significant amplitude reduction at the highest frequency, the peak detection becomes more complex. If the
worst case waveform is like the fourth waveform on Figure
14, then the Region 1 connection might still work satisfactorily. However, if the input begins to approach the fifth waveform, this system configuration will completely fail. One
problem is that the AGC will respond to the frequency dependent amplitude modulation and distort the waveform.

compensate a waveform between these two. The track
which is % of the way in towards the inner track is a good
compromise. The filter in this example is a single zero
placed such that the lowest frequency followed by the highest frequency have the same amplitude on the track % of
the way in. Figure 18 shows the operation of the inner track
of this example. While the gating channel filter has made
the amplitudes of the two frequencies nearly the same, the
time relationship to the Time Channel Input has not been
preserved. The proper operation is to have the positive
edge of the Signal at the Time Pulse In pin, which corresponds to a peak, be the first positive edge after the output
of the comparator has changed states. This can be accomplished either of two ways. One way is to insert an external
delay between the Time Pulse Out and the Time Pulse In as
shown in Figure 18. The required delay can be determined
by comparing the Time Pulse Out to the Channel Alignment
Output with both external filters in the circuit. Another way is
to design the Time Channel Filter with more group delay.
This will probably require additional poles.

Figure 16 illustrates this problem which is encountered in
systems operating in Region 2. If the input digital pattern
suddenly shifts from a high frequency to a low frequency,
the bit density may shift from the 70% level on the BPI
curve of Figure 1 to a pOint at 90% on the BPI curve. As
shown, the AGC loop is correcting for this frequency-induced change in amplitude by quickly decreasing the amplifier gain. The situation gets worse if the input digital pattern
shifts back to a high frequency. The AGC loop now cannot
quickly increase the amplifier gain, so the output waveform
will very slowly increase. The AGC response to frequency
related amplitude change is not desirable since the AGC is
now distorting the input waveform. This can be prevented by
inserting a lead network between the Gain Controlled Amplifier's output and the AGC input, as shown in Figure 17. This
will increase the amplitude of the higher frequency into the
AGC, thereby preventing the AGC from changing gain.

Figure 19 shows the outer track operation of our example.
Notice how the system has taken care of the shoulder-induced-noise on the Time Pulse Out. The external delay has
shifted the Time Pulse In so the noise is not clocking in new
data to the flip-flop. It is important to select this delay such
that the positive edge corresponding to a signal peak is always the first positive edge after the output of the comparator has changed states.

While the gating filter has equalized the amplitudes between
the highest and the lowest frequency, the amplitude between the inner and the outer track has not been held constant. This can be seen by comparing the Gate Channel
Input between Figure 18 and Figure 19. In order to avoid
saturating the Gain Controlled Amplifier, the voltage on the
VREF pin must be set so that the voltage out of the Gain
Controlled Amplifier is 4 Vpp or less for all tracks. The low
frequency signal on the inner track contains far more fundamental frequency than the low frequency signal on the outer
track. Consequently, the low frequency inner track signal
will experience more attenuation than the low frequency
outer track signal in passing through the gating channel filter which, for this example, has been optimized to pass
higher frequencies. The AGC tends to hold the input to the
gating channel constant for a fixed VREF level. Therefore
the largest output from the Gain Controlled Amplifier is for
the low frequency inner track signal. The voltage on VREF
should be adjusted so that the differential output swing of
the Gain Controlled Amplifier is 4 Vpp maximum for this
signal. This means that the output voltage on the outer track
will be less than 4 Vpp.

Another problem encountered in Region 2 operation is that
the amplitude of the highest frequency may be so low that it
may not trip the hysteresis level. If this happens, these
peaks would not be gated on to the output. This problem
can also be corrected by placing a separate filter to the
gating channel which will make the amplitude of the highest
frequency equal the amplitude of the lowest frequency. This
is illustrated in the following example.
Consider a disk system which uses the 2,7 code and has an
input at the inner track which looks like the fifth waveform in
Rgure 15. Since the flux density on the outer track is 1/1 .7
times the flux density of the inner track, the outer track
waveform will look like the third waveform. One filter cannot
perfectly compensate both these extremes, so we design to

.

,=~FIGURE 16. Improper AGe Response to Region 2 Signal
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Another troublesome input pattern which should be investigated is a high frequency triplet surrounded by the lowest
frequency as shown in Figure 20. Since the center bit of the
triplet does not rise very much above the baseline, there is
the possibility it will not trip the hysteresis level. This pattern
should be checked to ensure the gating channel filter raises
this center bit enough for the proper operation of the gating
channel. The operation of the triplet in the previous example
is shown in Figure 21.

~

Q.

Q

(Continued)
required in this regard. In particular the Amp. In pins (pins 6
and 7) and the CDIFF pins (pins 1 and 24) must be isolated
from all digital signals. An analog ground plane will greatly
aid in this isolation as will separate digital and analog
grounds. The Vee (pin 9) should have a 0.1 ILf bypass capaCitor to analog ground located close to the DP8464B. The
component list is provided as an example. These components will need to be optimized for a specific read channel.

LAYOUT CONSIDERATIONS

/\.1\7\

Figure 22 is a top view of the component layout for the
DP8464B application board whose schematic is shown in
Figure 23. Care must be exercised in the board layout in
order to isolate all digital signals from analog signals. The
layout shown in Figure 22 is a good example· of what is

CH~~~~

JVV

TL/F/5283-26

FIGURE 20. (2,7) Triplet
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FIGURE 21. Region 2 Triplet Operation
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FIGURE 22. DP8464B Component Layout-Top View
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~
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FIGURE 23. DP8464B Application Board Schematic
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PARTS LIST FOR DP8464B BOARD
Component
Name
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
R11
R12
R13
R14
R17
R18
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C10
C11
C13
C14
C16
L1
L2
L3

Note

Function

#

3
3
2

6
6

2

1
4

5
5
2

Adjustment for VREF (AGC amplitude)
Adjustment for Set Hyst. (threshold)
Adjustment for differentiator network Q
Low pass filter resistor
Low pass filter resistor
Low pass filter resistor
Amp Out emitter bias resistor
Amp Out emitter bias resistor
Pull down resistor for Read/Write Pin
Resistor in parallel with CAGC
Encoded Data Out damping resistor
Read/Write damping resistor
Divider network for Set Hyst. and VREF
Series resistor for Time Channel Input
Series resistor for TIme Channel Input
VREFcap
Set Hyst. cap
Differentiator cap
Time and Gate Channel In coupling cap
Time and Gate Channel In coupling cap
Low pass filter cap
Low pass filter cap
CAGCcap
Vcccap
Vcccap
Amp In coupling cap
Amp In coupling cap
Set Pulse Width cap

Value tor
Value
5 Mblts/sec
1k pot
1k pot
5kpot
5600
2400
2400
4.3k
4.3k
5.1k
100k
510
510
2.4k
Not required on DP8464B
Not required on DP8464B
0.1 p.F
0.1 p.F
100pF

50pF

200pF
30pF

100 pF
15 pF

100pF

50pF

3.6 p.H
10 p.H
10 p.H

1.6 p.H
4.7 p.H
4.7 p.H

0.01 p.F
0.01 p.F

0.01 p.F
1.0 p.F
0.1 p.F
2200 pF
2200 pF

Differentiator inductor
Low pass filter inductor
Low pass filter inductor

BREADBOARD OPERATION NOTES

Value tor
10 Mblts/sec

5. The input pole is set at 72 kHz (1 k input impedance and a
2200 pF input coupling capacitor).

1. The low pass filter is a 3 pole Bessel with the corner
frequency at 3.75 MHz for the 5Mbits/sec board (7.5
MHz for the 10 Mbits/sec board).

6. Pulse pairing (described in the differentiator section of
this data sheet) can be caused by unequal delays through
the Bi-directional one shots. To minimize this effect, pin 2
should be connected to pin 22, and pin 23 should be
connected to pin 21. If connected this way, the delays
tend to cancel.

2. The differentiator is a simple RLC filter with the break
frequency at 8.5 MHz for the 5 Mbits/sec board (17 MHz
for the 10 Mbits/sec board). The resistor can be adjusted
to correct for phase distortion in the channel.
3. The VREF should be set at 0.5V. Since the low pass filter
has a 6 dB loss, the signal on AMP OUT is 4 Vpp differential while the amplitude into the gate channel is 2 Vpp
differential. The Set Hyst. should be nominally set at
0.3V.

REFERENCES
1. I. H. Graham, "Data Detection Methods vs. Head Resolution in Digital Recording," IEEE Transactions on Magnetics Vol. MAG-14, No.4 (July 1978)
2. I. H. Graham, "Digital Magnetic Recording Circuits," to be
published.

4. The AGC attack time (the response to an increased input
amplitude) is about 2 p.s. To increase this time, increase
the value of C8 (the AGC capacitor). The AGC decay time
(the response to a decrease in amplitude) is about 10 ms.
To increase this time, increase the value of R11. Care
must be taken to not allow the response of the AGC loop
to become too fast, otherwise loop instability may occur.

3. Anatoll., Zverev, Handbook of Filter Synthesis, John Wiley & Sons publisher, 1967.
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NC -
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37

24

GATE CHANNEL IN -

38

23

r- Cage
r- CHANNEL ALIGN OUT
22 r- ENCODED DATA OUT
21 r- nME PULSE IN
20 r nME PULSE OUT

nME IN-- 39
CD-- 40
CD+- 1
TIME IN+ -

2

19 rNC

SET HYSTERESIS -

3

18

Vref- 4

17

r- READ/WRITE
r- SET PULSE WIDTH
16 r- NC

NC- 5
6

7

8
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TLlF/5283-31

Top View
Order Number DP8464BTP-3 or DP8464BTP-2
See NS Package Number TP40A
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J?'A National
~ Semiconductor
DP8468B
Disk Pulse Detector

+

PRELIMINARY

m

Embedded Servo Detector

General Description
The DP8468B Disk Pulse Detector + Servo utilizes analog
and digital circuitry to detect amplitude peaks of the signal
received from the read/write amplifier fitted with the heads
of disk drives. The DP8468B produces a TTL compatible
output which, on the positive leading edge, indicates a signal peak. Electrically, these peaks correspond to flux reversals on the magnetic medium. The signal from the read/
write amplifier when reading a disk is therefore a series of
pulses with alternating polarity. The Disk Pulse Detector accurately replicates the time position of these peaks.
The DP8468B also incorporates two gated detectors which
detect embedded servo information, used for head positioning. It is primarily intended for detecting a burst type servo
pattern as shown in Figure 16. However, with external sync
detection circuitry it will detect a tri-bit type servo pattern
also shown in Figure 16. The DP8468B provides two buffered low impedance voltage outputs which represent the
peak detected level of each servo burst. These voltages are
suitable for digitizing by an analog to digital converter, as
would typically be done in a system that utilizes stepper
motors for head positioning. The DP8468B also provides a
low impedance output that represents the difference voltage, centered about an external reference voltage, between
the two servo channels. This voltage is useful in servo systems using a linear voice coil for head positioning.
The Disk Pulse Detector + Servo is fabricated using an
advanced oxide isolated Schottky process, and has been
designed to function with data rates up to 15 Megabits/second. The DP8468B is available in a surface mount 28-pin
plastic chip carrier package. Normally, it will be fitted in the

disk drive, and its output may be directly connected to any
of National's Data Separators or Synchronizers.

Features
• Wide input signal amplitude range-from 20 mVpp to
660 mVpp differential
• Data rates up to 15 Megabits/sec '12(2,7) code
• On-chip differential gain controlled amplifier, differentiator, comparator gating circuitry, and output pulse
generator
• Input capacitively coupled directly from the disk head
read/write amplifier
• Adjustable comparator hysteresis
• Dynamic hysteresis tracks signal amplitude
• AGe and differentiator time constants set by external
components
• TIL compatible digital Inputs and Outputs
• Encoded Data Output may connect directly to any of
National's Data Separators or Synchronizers
• Standard drive supply: 12V ±10%, 5V ±5%
• Built in embedded servo detector
• On chip buffers provide low impedance servo output
voltages
• User adjustable servo time constants
• Differentiator and time pulse outputs available as pins
on special engineering parts
• Available in a surface mount 28-pin plastic chip carrier
package or 40-pin TapePak® package

Block Diagram
125

liD

DlFFERENT\ATOR

TIM[ PULS[

SET PUlSE

OOT

#24

OOT

~~

?-COPTlON)-?

....MEl

AUGNt.lENT
,ur
1"

Ir--+----'l~-t-o

122 ,,7

#"

LP2

I"

LPI

GA'"

OFf WHEN

"'"

OISCHARG'

DISCHARGE = HIGH

FIGURE 1
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Absolute Maximum Ratings

f
o

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required,
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications.
Limit
Pins
14V
9
Supply Voltage

~

TTL Input Voltage

8,17,20,22

5.5V

TTL Output Voltage

12, 11

5.5V

Input Voltage

23,5

5.5V

Minimum Input Voltage

23,5

-0.5V

Differential Input
Voltage
ESD susceptibility rating is to

6-7,4-1,

Limit
-65°C to 150"C

Storage Temperature
Lead Temp. (Soldering, 10 seconds)

300"C

Maximum Power Dissipation at 25°C
Plastic Chip Carrier Package
(derate 12.5 mW/"C above 25°C)

1560mW

Operating Conditions

3Vor -3V

Min

Typ

Max

Units

Supply Voltage, (Vce)

10.8

12.0

13.2

V

Logic Supply, (V5V)

4.75

5

5.25

V

70

°C

Ambient Temperature,

be determined.

(TAl

0

DC Electrical Characteristics Over Recommended Operating Temperature and Supply Range VREF = 0.5V,
Set Hysteresis
Symbol

I

=

0.3V. Read/Write

Pins

I

=

0.3V, VPIN 17

Parameter

=

VPIN 20

I

=

2V, VPIN 22

=

0.3V, unless otherwise noted.

I

Conditions

Min

I

Typ

I

Max

I

Units

AMPLIFIER
Amp In Impedance

TA = 25°C
(Note 1)

28,27

Min Voltage Gain

AC Output 4 Vpp
Differential

AVMAX

28,27

Max Voltage Gain

AC Output 4 Vpp
Differential

VCAGC

14

Voltage on CAGC

Ay
Ay

ZINAI

6, 7

AVMIN

=
=

1.4

2.0

2.6

kO

7.0

VIV
VIV

200

•

7.0
200

2.8

4.5
3.7

5.5

V
V

CHANNEL
ZINCI

4,1

Channel Input
Impedance

TA = 25°C
(Note 1)

ICAGC-

14

Pin 14 Current which
Charges CAGC

VPIN 14 = 3.9V
IVPIN4 - VPIN 11

=

1.3V

Pin 14 Current which
Discharges CAGC

VPIN 14 = 5V
IVPIN 4 - VPIN 11

=

0.7V

ICAGC+
IYREF
VTHAGC
ISH

VTHSH
ICd

14
5

VREF Input Bias
Current

4,1
5,14

AGC Threshold

23
4,1
23,11

2.5

(Note 2),
VPIN 14

=

-2.5

-4.2

-6

mA

0.1

1

iJoA

-20

-100

iJoA

1.04

1.165

V

-40

-70

iJoA

0.48

0.6

0.72

V

1.4

1.8

0.915

4.2V

Set HystereSiS Input
Bias Current
Set Hysteresis
Threshold

(Note 3)

2,3

Current into Pin 2 and
3 that Discharges Cd

6, 7

Amp In Impedance
in Write Mode

VPINB

Pin 14 Current
in Write Mode

VPINB = 2.0V
VPIN 14 = 3.9V
IVPIN 4 - VPIN 11

kO

mA

WRITE MODE
ZINAI
ICAGC-

14

=

2.0V
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2.6V

100

200

0

0.1

1.0

iJoA

DC Electrical Characteristics Over Recommended Operating Temperature and Supply Range VREF =
Set Hysteresis

Symbol

I

Pins

DIGITAL PINS

I

0.5V,

= 0.3V. Read/Write = 0.3V, VPIN 17 = VPIN 22 = 0.3V, unless otherwise noted. (Continued)

I

Parameter

VIH

8,17,20,22

High Level Input Voltage

VIL

8,17,20,22

Low Level Input Voltage

VI

8,17,20,22

Input Clamp Voltage

IIH

8,17,20,22

High Level Input Current

II

8,17,20,22

Input Current at
Maximum Input Voltage

IlL

8,17,20,22

~I

I

Conditions

I Min I Typ I Max I Units
2

V

= Min,ll = -18 mA
Vsv = Max, VI = 2.7V
Vsv = Max, VI = 5.5V

Vsv

= Max, VI = 0.5V
= Min,
= -40 p.A (Note 4)
Vsv = Min,
10L = 800 p.A (Note 4)
VPin 11 = 5.5V Measure

Low Level Input Current

Vsv

VOH

12

High Level Output Voltage

Vsv
10H

VOL

12

Low Level Output Voltage

ILH

11

High Level Output
Leakage Current

Current into Pin 11

VOL

11

Low Level Output Voltage

IplN 11

los

12

Output Short Circuit Current

Vsv

0.8

V

-1.5

V

20

p.A

1

mA

-200

p.A

2.7

V

= 5 mA
= Max, Vo = OV

0.5

V

10

p.A

0.5

V

-100

mA

SERVO CHANNEL
ZOIS

18,19

Discharge Impedence

VPIN22 = 2V
Force 3V on Pins 18 or 19.

1.0

1.5

2.3

k!1

VSOo

15,16

Buffer Quiescent
Output Level

VPIN 17, 20, 22 = 0.3V
Vel = OV, VPIN 21 = 5V
Pull 0 mA from Pins 15 and 16.

1.1

1.2

1.3

V

Quiescent Output
Level Gain to Pin 21

VPIN 17, 20, 22 = 0.3V
Vel = OV, VPIN 21 = 4.5V
Pull 0 mA from Pin 15 and 16.
Av _ VSOo - VPIN lSor16
05V - 4.5V

15,16

AvO

VPDOo

18,19

IL

VOSSO

VOSSYS

AVOA 12V

AVDA

24

11V

16,15

25,21

25,21

25,21

Peak Detector Quiescent
Output Level

VPIN 21 = 5V, Vel = OV,
Pull 200 p.A from Pin 24

Gated Off Leakage Current

VPIN 22 = 0.3V
VPIN 20 = VPIN 17 = 2V
Force 6.6Von Pin 18 or Pin 19

0.226

VIV

0.14

0.36

0.64

V

-1

0.2

1

p.A

VPIN 17, 20, 22 = 0.3V
VPIN 1 = 4.25V
VPIN 4 = 3.75V
Pull 0 mA from Pin 15 and 16.
VOSSO = VPIN 16 - VPIN lS

±1

±15

mV

System Output Offset Voltage
For Vel = 1Vpk-Pk

VPIN 17, 20, 22 = 0.3V, VPIN 21 = 5V
VPIN1 = 4.25V, VPIN4 = 3.75V
Pull.O mA from Pin 25
VOSSYS = VPIN 2S - VPIN 21

±5

±20

mV

Difference Amplifier Gain,
2V Differential Input

VPIN 17,20 = 2V, VPIN 21 = 5V
VPIN 22 = 0.3V
VPIN 19 = 5.4V, VplN 18 = 3.4V
A
VPIN 21 - VPIN 25
vOA =
VPIN 19 - VPIN 18

0.42

0.49

0.57

VIV

VPIN 17,20 = 4V, VPIN 21 = 5V
VPIN 22 = 0.3V
VPIN 19 = 4.9V, VPIN 18 = 3.9V
Av
- VPIN 21 - VPIN 25
OA VplN 19 - VPIN 18

0.43

0.5

0.57

VIV

Buffer Output Offset Voltage
For Vel = 1Vpk-pk

Difference Amplifier Gain,
1V Differential Input
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DC Electrical Characteristics Over Recommended Operating Temperature and Supply Range VREF = 0.5V,
Set Hysteresis
Symbol

I

=

0.3V. Read/Write

I

Pins

=

SERVO CHANNEL (Continued)
GLOA

ZPOO
Source

25
24

=

0.3V, VPIN 17

Parameter

VPIN 22

=

I

0.3V, unless otherwise noted. (Continued)

I Min I Typ I Max I Units

Conditions

= I AVda 12V

Ix

Difference Amplifier
Gain Linearity

GLOA

Peak Detector Out
Output Impedence

VPIN 17,20,22 = 0.3V, VCI = 1V
Measure VPIN 24 with 200 /J-A and 3 mA Pulled
out of the Pin.

- 1

100 VPIN 21

=

5V

0.5

2.5

%

150

200

250

n

AVda Iw

ZPgo
_ Ichange in VPIN 241
ource
3mA - 0.2mA
AVgd 12V

AVgd Iw

15,16

15,16

24

AVPDO 12V

24

AVPDO Iw

GLgd

15,16

Gated Detector Gain
ForVCI = 2Vpk_pk

VPIN 22, 20,17 = 0.3V
VPIN1 = 4.5V, VPIN4 = 3.5V
VPIN lS or 16 - VaOa
AVgd =
VCI

1.45

1.8

2.25

VIV

Gated Detector Gain
For VCI = Wpk-pk

VPIN 22, 20,17 = 0.3V
VPIN1 = 4.25V, VPIN4 = 3.75V
VPIN 15 or 16 - VaOa
AVgd =
VCI

1.6

2

2.4

VIV

Peak Detector Output
Voltage Gain
For VCI = 2Vpk_pk

VPIN1

1.45

1.9

2.25

VIV

Peak Detector Output
Voltage Gain
ForVcl = Wpk-pk

VPIN1

1.6

2.0

2.4

VIV

±0.5

±2.5

%

25

46

65

mA

3

7

11

mA

= 4.5V, VPIN~ = 3.5V
VPIN24 p -pk
=

AVPDO

A

=

VCI

4.25V, VPIN4

=

3.75V

- VPIN24AC
vpDO---VCI
IVPIN 16 - VPIN 151eighth

Gated Detector Gain Linearity

=

GI
gd

- 0.5

IVPIN 16 - VPIN lslquarter
0.5

x 100

IVPIN 16 - VPIN lsleighth = (Note 5)
IVPIN 16 - VPIN lslquarter = (Note 6)
Icc

9

VCC Supply Current

VCC

Isv

21

5V Supply Current

VSV

= Max
= Max

AC Electrical Characteristics
Test Setup. f
Symbol
tcharge

~Ischarge

tON

=

Over Recommended Operating Temperature and Supply Range Refer to AC
2.5 MHz unless otherwise indicated.

Pins
15,16

15,16

18,19

Parameter
Gated Detector Charge Time

Gated Detector Discharge Time

Gated Detector Turn On Time

Conditions

Min

Typ

Max

Units

VCI = 2V pk-pk, VPIN 22 = 0.3V,
Sl & S2 = Closed. With LPl and
LP2 discharged, measure the time
from Pin 17 or 20 going from 2V to
0.3V, to Vb01 or Vb02 respectively,
reaching 90% of their final value.

11

",s

VCI = 2V, pk-pk,Sl & S2 = Closed.
With LPl charged, measure the time
from Pin 22 going from 0.3V to 2V, to
the voltage at Vb01 or Vb02 reaching
90% of their final value.

56

",s

VCI = W DC, VPIN 22 = 0.3V,
Sl & S2 = Open. With LPl
discharged, measure the time from
Pin 17 gOing from 2V to 0.3V, to the
voltage on Pin 18 increasing O.W
Do a similar measurement with LP2,
Pin 20 and Pin 19.

8

ns
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AC Electrical Characteristics Over Recommended Operating Temperature and Supply Range ReIer to AC
Test Setup. I = 2.5 MHz unless otherwise indicated. (Continued)
Symbol
tOFF

DP8468B-2

Pins

Parameter

Conditions

18, 19

Gated Detector Turn Off Time

Vel = 1V DC,YPIN 22 = 2V,
S1 & S2 = Open. Measure the
time Irom Pin 17 going Irom
0.3V to 2V, to the voltage on
Pin 18 decreasing by 0.1V.
Do a similar measurement with
Pins 20 and 19.

Typ

Max

UnIts

10

ns

12

Pulse Pairing
(Note?)

I = 2.5 MHz and I = 3.33 MHz
VAl = 60 mVpp differential.

±3

ns

12

Pulse Pairing
(Note 7)

I = 2.5 MHz and I = 3.33 MHz
VAl = 60 mVpp differential.

±5

ns

tpp

DP8468B-3

Min

tpp

Note 1: The temperature coefficient of the input impedance is typically 0.05% per degree C.
Note 2: The AGC Threshold is defined as the voltage across the Channel Input (pins 4 and 1) when the voltage on CAGC (pin 14) is 4.2V.
Note 3: The Set Hysteresis Threshold is defined as the minimum differential AC signal across the Channel Input (pins 4 and 1) which causes the voltage on the
Channel Alignment Output (pin 11) to change state.
Note 4: To prevent inductive coupling from the digital outputs to Amp In, the TTL outputs should not drive more than one ALS TTL load each. Pin 11 is an open
collector output which is tested with an external 1k pullup resistor to the 5V supply.
Note 5: IVPIN 16 - VPIN 151eighlh = The difference in the buffer output voltages with the channel input level set to simulate the read head mispositioned by one
eighth of a tra9k, This is done by setting VCI = 1.25V and measuring VPIN 15 then set VCI = 0.75V and measure VplN 16. The absolute value of the difference
between Pins 15 and 16 is the quantity of interest. The part is also tested with Pin 16 measured at a VCI = 1.25V and Pin 15 measured with VCI = 0.75V.
VPIN 17

= VPIN 18 = 0.3V

Note 6: IVPIN 16 - VPIN 1slquarter = The difference in the buffer output voltages with the channel input level set to simulate the read head mispositioned by one
quarter of a track, This is done by setting Vel = 1.5V and measuring VPIN 15 then set Vel = O.SV and measure VPIN 16. The absolute value of the difference
between Pins 15 and 16 is the quantity of interest. The part is also tested with Pin 16 measured at a Vel = 1.5V and Pin 15 measured with Vel = O.SV.

VPIN 17 = VPIN 18 = 0.3V
Note 7: For this Preliminary speCification only, pulse pairing is measured and guaranteed at 25°C and 2.5 MHz.
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c

parator circuitry is therefore a gating channel which prevents any noise near the baseline from contaminating the
data. The amount of hysteresis is twice the DC voltage on
the Set Hysteresis pin. For instance, if the voltage on the
Set Hysteresis pin is 0.3V, the differential AC Signal across
the Gate Channel Input must be larger than 0.6V before the
output of the comparator will change states. In this case,
the hysteresis is 30% of a 2V peak to peak differential signal at the gate channel input.
The signal at the Channel Input pins # 1 and # 4 is amplified
and fed to a full wave rectifier. This full wave rectified signal
is then presented to the inputs of two separately gated detectors which, when gated on, will generate a DC voltage
level proportionate to the peak level of the full wave rectified
signal. When recovering embedded servo information each
channel is independently gated, thereby detecting a signal
whose amplitude represents the relative positioning of the
read head. The difference of the DC voltages from the gated detectors is the head positioning information. J"he DC
voltages appear across external RC networks connected to
pins 18 and .19. The output buffers level shift these DC voltages which then appear at the low impedance output pins
15 and 16. The voltages at these pins are differenced and
appear at the low impedance output pin 25 centered about
the external reference voltage applied to pin 21.

AC Test Set Up (Continued)
The channel filter is a 3 pole Bessel with the corner frequency at 7.5 MHz which is similar to filters used in 10 Mbits/ sec
2,7 drives.

TL/F 18828-3

Pulse Pairing Measurement
Connect a scope probe to pin 12 (Encoded Data Out) and
trigger off its positive edge. Adjust the trigger holdoff so the
scope first triggers off the pulse associated with the positive
peak and then off the pulse associated with the negative
peak (as shown in the scope photo below). Pulse pairing is
displayed on the second pair of pulses on the display. If the
second pulses are separated by 2 ns, then the pulse pairing
for this part is ± 1 ns.

Connection Diagram
PlastiC Chip Carrier (PCC) Package
SET

m~~: ~lii~

Chip Operation
The output from the read/write amplifier is AC coupled to
the Amp Input of the DP8468B. The amplifier's output voltage is fed back via an external filter to an internal fullwave
rectifier and compared against the external voltage on the
VREF pin. The AGC circuit adjusts the gain of the amplifier
to make the peak to peak differential voltage on the Gate
Channel Input four times the DC voltage on VREF. Typically
the signal on Amp Out will be set for 4 Vpp differential.
Since the filter usually has a 6 dB loss, the signal on the
Gate Channel Input will be 2 Vpp differential. The user
should therefore set 0.5V on VREF which can be done with a
simple voltage divider from the + 12V supply.
The peak detection is performed by feeding the output of
the Amplifier through an external filter to the differentiator.
The differentiator output changes state when the input pulse
changes direction, generally this will be at the peaks. However, if the signal exhibits shouldering (the tendency to return to the baseline), the differentiator will also respond to
noise near the baseline. To avoid this problem, the signal is
also fed to a gating channel which is used to define a level
either side of the baseline. This gating channel is comprised
of a differential comparator with hysteresis and a D flip-flop.
The hysteresis for this comparator is externally set via the
Set Hysteresis pin. In order to have data out, the input amplitude must first cross the hysteresis level which will
change the logic level on the D input of the flip-flop. The
peak of the input Signal will generate a pulse out of the
differentiator and bi-directional one shot. This pulse will
clock the new data at the D input through to the output. In
this way, when the differentiator is responding to noise at
the baseline, the output of the D flop is not changing since
the logic level into the D input has not changed. The com-
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See NS Package Number V28A

Pin Definitions
Pin #
Name
POWER SUPPLY
9
Vee
21
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V5V

Function
The supply is +12V ±10%.
Supplies internal chip logiC and
provides a reference voltage for the
zero level of the difference amplifier
output on pin 25. Supply tolerance is
5V ±5%.

c
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Pin Definitions (Continued)
Pin #
Name
Function
POWER SUPPLY (Continued)
Analog signals should be referenced
26 Analog
to this pin.
Ground
13

Digital
Ground

Pin #
Name
DIGITAL SIGNALS (Continued)

Digital signals should be referenced to
this pin.

11

Channel
Alignment
Output

This is the buffered, open collector,
output of the differential comparator
with hysteresis.

12

Encoded
Data Out

17
20

Gate 1
Gate 2

22

Discharge

This is the standard TTL output whose
leading edge indicates the time
position of the peaks.
These inputs accept TTL levels. When
a low level is present the embedded
servo signal is allowed to charge the
RC network at pins 18 and 19
respectively. A high level will force a
hold condition of the DC voltage
across the RC network and will also
disable the servo channel.
This input accepts a TTL level. A high
level connects a 1.5k internal resistor
to ground on pins 18 and 19.

ANALOG SIGNALS

6
7

'!

Amp.in+
Amp. in-

28
27

Amp.out+
Amp. out-

4
1

Channel
Inputs

2
3
23

Cd+
CdSet
Hysteresis

24

PDO

5

VREF

14

CAGe

18
19

LP1
LP2

16
15

25

These are the differential inputs to the
Amplifier. The output of the read/write
head amplifier should be capacitively
coupled to these pins.
These are the differential outputs of
the Amplifier. These outputs should be
capacitively coupled to the channel
filter.
These are the differential inputs to the
time, gating and servo channels.
These inputs must be capacitively
coupled to the channel filter at the
amp. outputs.
The external differentiator network is
connected between these two pins.

In order to bring out these pins it is necessary to eliminate
two other pins. The pin trade off and operation details are as
follows:
1. The Differentiator Output replaces the Peak Detector
Output (PDO), pin 24. The Differentiator Output is buffered by an emitter follower which has a 3k resistor in
series with the emitter connected to the output pin. This
is shown in Figure 12. An external resistor to ground
must be connected to this pin in order to bias the output
emitter follower. The combination of the 3 kO output resistor and the external resistor pull down, form a voltage
divider that attenuates the level of the differentiator output signal. Please note that the differentiator signal will
only be linear near the differentiator output zero crossing
because the signal peaks at the differentiator output are
clamped by the Schottky diodes across the collectors of
02 and 03 as shown in Figure 12.
2. The Time Pulse Output replaces the Difference Amplifier
Output (D.A. Out), pin 25. This pin is a standard TTL
output capable of driving one ALS load.

The external capacitor for the AGC is
connected between this pin and
Analog Ground.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE DP8468B AND

THE DP8464B

DIGITAL SIGNALS

Set Pulse
Width

8

READ/
WRITE

i

CD

SPECIAL ENGINEERING PIN OUT AVAILABLE
On an engineering basis only, the Differentiator Output and
the output of the time channel bi-directional one shot (referred to from now on as 'Time Pulse Output') will be
brought out as pins. The Differentiator and Time Pulse Output pins will not be available on production parts. They are
only available by special request on an engineering basis.

The DC voltage on this pin sets the
amount of hysteresis on the
differential comparator.
This is a Peak Detector Output signal
that is used in conjunction with the set
hysteresis pin 23 to provide a dynamic
hysteresis function.
The AGC circuit adjusts the gain of the
gain controlled amplifier to make the
differential peak to peak voltage at the
Channel Inputs equal to four times the
DC voltage on this pin.

The peak detected servo signal
voltage appears across the RC
networks connected from these pins
to analog ground.
Buffer Out 1 These low impedance pins, output the
Buffer Out 2 DC level at pins 18 and 19
respectively, level shifted down by two
diode drops.
This low impedance pin outputs the
D.A. Out
difference in voltage between pins 16
and 15 about a zero level set by the
voltage on pin 21 .

10

Function

The DP8468B is a DP8464B type pulse detector in combination with two gated detectors which are used to detect
embedded servo information in a Winchester disk drive. In
order to fit into a 28-pin PCC package and provide the additional embedded servo detection functions, some of the
pins on the DP8464B were eliminated. Other changes were
made to reduce power dissipation. A summary of the differences between the two parts is given here for the benefit of
those who are familiar with the DP8464B.
1. The Time Channel Inputs are now internally connected
to the Gate Channel Inputs.

An external capacitor to control the
pulse width of the Encoded Data Out
is connected between this pin and
Digital Ground.
If this pin is low, the Pulse Detector is
in the read mode and the chip is
active. When this pin goes high, the
pulse detector is forced into a standby mode. This is a standard TTL input.
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by variable pulse amplitudes depending on the media type,
head position, head type and read/write amplifier circuit
gain. Additionally, as the bit density on the disk increases,
the amplitude decreases and significant bit interaction occurs resulting in pulse distortion and shifting of the peaks.

Pin Definitions' (Continued)
2. The Time Pulse Out pin is now internally connected to
the Time Pulse In pin, and not normally brought out as
an output.
3. The Channel Alignment Output is now open collector
and requires an external pull up resistor for use.

The graph in Figure 2 shows how the pulse amplitude varies
with the number of flux reversals per inch (or recording density) for a given head disk system. The predominant disk
applications are associated with the first two regions on this
graph, Regions 1 and 2. Typical waveforms received by the
pulse detector for these regions are shown next to the
graph.

4. The internal logic is powered from an external 5V supply connected to pin 21.
5. The output impedance that drives CAGe, pin 14, has
been reduced from 7000 to 3500. This allows you to
double the external capacitance on this pin and still
achieve the same attack time as with the DP8464B.
The large capaCitor allows for longer AGC hold times,
which is useful during the embedded servo sectors.

Region 1 is the high resolution area characterized by a large
spread between flux reversals and a definite return to baseline (no signal) between these peaks. Pulses of this type are
predominantly found in drives which use either thin film
heads or plated media, or in drives which utilize run length
limited codes (like the 2,7 code) which spread the distance
between flux reversals.

6. The internal leakage current from pin 14 to ground has
been reduced by a factor of 5.
7. The combined differential input impedance of the Gate
Channel and the Time Channel has been increased
from 1.67 kO to 2.5 kO.

A Region 2 waveform will vary from a tendency to return to
the baseline (called shouldering) to almost sinusoidal at the
higher frequencies. These pulses come from drives which
use limited frequency codes (such as MFM). The pulses
may contain shouldering on the outer tracks of the disk and
be nearly sinusoidal on the inner tracks since the flux density increases towards the inner track.

8. The internal current sources on the Amp. Output pins
have been eliminated. The current in the output emitter
followers is now entirely set by the external pull down
resistors on pins 27 and 28.

9. In addition to the embedded servo circuitry, a Dynamic
Hysteresis function has been added. The hysteresis
level can be set as before or the set hysteresis pin can
be connected through an external RC network to the
PDO output, pin 24, to implement the DynamiC HystereSis function.

Detecting pulse peaks of waveforms of such variable characteristics requires a means of separating both noise and
shouldering-caused errors from the true peaks. In the past,
mild shoulder-caused errors were blocked by self-gating circuits (such as the "de-snaker"). These circuits fail when
shouldering is extensive, hence the need for the DP8468B
which includes a peak sensing circuit and an amplitude sensitive gating channel in parallel.

10. The gain controlled amplifier input impedance in read
mode has been increased to 2 kO.

Application Information

The main circuit blocks of.the DP8468B are shown in Figure
1. The output from the read/write amplifier is fed directly to
the Amp Input of the DP8468B. This is the input of a Gain
Controlled Amplifier. The amplifier'S output voltage is fed
back via an external filter to an internal fullwave rectifier and
compared against the external voltage on the VREF pin. The
AGC circuit adjusts the gain of the amplifier to make the
peak-to-peak differential Channel input voltage four times
the DC voltage on VREF.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PULSE DETECTION
The DP8468B Disk Pulse Detector utilizes analog and digital
cirCUitry to detect amplitude peaks of the signal received
from the Read/Write Amplifier. The analog signal from a
disk is a series of pulses, the peaks of which correspond to
1's or flux reversals on the magnetic media. The pulse detector must accurately determine the time position of these
peaks. The peaks are indicated by the positive leading edge
of a TTL compatible output pulse. This task is complicated

REGION 1 WAVEFORM

REO ION 2 WAVEFORM

1,110

A 1\1\1\/
/VVVV
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The peak detection is performed by feeding the output of
the Gain Controlled Amplifier through an external filter to
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FIGURE 2. Pulse Amplitude vs. Bit Density with Typical Waveforms
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Application Information (Continued)
the differentiator. The differentiiltor output changes state
when the input pulse changes direction, generally this will
be at the peaks. However, if the signal exhibits shouldering
(the tendency to return to the baseline) as seen in Region 1
and the upper part of Region 2, the differentiator will also
respond to noise near the baseline. To avoid this, the signal
is also fed to a gating channel which is used to define a
level either side of the baseline. This gating channel comprises a differential comparator with hysteresis and a D flipflop. The hysteresis for this comparator is externally set via
the Set Hysteresis pin. In order to have valid data out, the
input amplitude must first cross the hysteresis level. This will
change the logic level on the D input of the flip-flop. The
peak of the input signal will generate a pulse out of the
differentiator and bi-directional one shot. This pulse will
clock in the new data on the D input, which will appear at
the Q output. In this way, when the differentiator is responding to noise at the baseline, the output of the D flop is not
changing since the logic level into the D input has not yet
changed. The comparator circuitry is therefore a gating
channel to prevent any noise near the baseline from contaminating the data.
The amount of hysteresis is twice the DC voltage on the Set
Hysteresis pin. For instance, if the voltage on the Set Hysteresis pin is 0.3V, the differential Channel Input must be
larger than 0.6V (±0.3V) before the output of the comparator will change states. The Encoded Data Output is designed to drive 1 standard TTL gate. The Channel Alignment output is an open collector which requires a pull up
resistor, if you want to monitor this point, otherwise this pin
can be left floating.

GAIN CONTROLLED AMPLIFIER
The purpose of the Gain Controlled Amplifier is to increase
the differential input signal to a fixed amplitude while maintaining the exact shape of the input waveform. The Gain
Controlled Amplifier is designed to accept input signals from
20 mVpp to 660 mVpp differential and amplify that signal to
4 Vpp differential. The gain is therefore from 6 to 200 and is
controlled by the automatic gain control (AGC) loop. The
amplifier output is actually capable of delivering typically
5 Vpp differential output but the parts are only tested and
guaranteed to 4 Vpp.
The input to the Gain Controlled Amplifier is shown in Figure
3. The value of the input capacitors should be selected so
that the pole formed by the coupling capacitor and the 2k
bias resistor is a factor of 10 lower than the lowest signal
frequency. These input bias resistors have a ± 20% tolerance and a temperature coefficient of 0.05% per degree C.
When the pulse detector is in the write mode, these bias
resistors are automatically shunted by 700 resistors. This
allows the input circuit to recover quickly from the large transients encountered during a write to read transition. The
input impedance to the amplifier is therefore 2k during read
operations and 680 during write operations.
The output of the Gain Controlled Amplifier is shown in Figure 4. The outputs are biased at (12V - (0.75 rnA x 2.4k)
- 0.75V) or 9.5V. Since each output will swing ± 1V (4 Vpp
differential), each output pin will swing from 8.5V to 10.5V. If
the total differential load placed on the output is 1k, (see
Figure 5) then the circuit must supply 2V11 k or 2 mAo Since
the output is class A, external resistors to ground must be

__ -I ~- ~00#8---1~_1--1----.
2k
FROM

READ
AMPlIFIER
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FIGURE 3. Input to Gain Controlled Amplifier
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FIGURE 4. Output of Gain Controlled Amplifier
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Application Information (Continued)

!Q

used to provide the sink current. In this case, in order to sink
2 mA at the lowest voltage and provide a 2 mA safety margin, then (8.5V / 4 mAl or an external 2k resistor from each
output to ground is required. The additional 2 mA margin
insures that the output emitter followers never turn off. Typically the output impedance of the Gain Controlled Amplifier
is 170., and the -3 dB bandwidth is greater than 20 MHz.

The AGC loop starts out in the high gain mode. When the
input signal is larger than expected, the AGC loop will quickly reduce the amplifier gain so the peak-to-peak differential
voltage on the Channel Input remains four times the voltage
on VREF. If the input amplitude suddenly drops, the AGC
loop will slowly increase the amplifier gain until the differential peak-to-peak Channel Input voltage again reaches four
times VREF. The AGC loop requires several peaks to react
to an increased input signal. In order to recover the exact
peak timing during this transition, the Your level must be
set somewhat lower than the maximum of 4 Vpp. For instance, if the VREF is 0.5V, and if the loss in the channel
filter is 6 dB, then the Amp Output is 4 Vpp. If the Amp Input
suddenly increases 30%, the amplifier may saturate and the
timing for a few peaks may be disturbed until the AGC reduces the amplifier gain. If the peak detection is critical during this time, the system may fail. The proper operation, for
this example, is to set the VREF at 0.35V so the amplifier will
not saturate if the input suddenly increases 30%.

AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL (AGC)
The Automatic Gain Control holds the signal level at the
Channel Input at a constant level by controlling the gain of
the Gain Controlled Amplifier. This is necessary because
the amplitude of the input signal will vary with track location,
variations in the magnetic film, and differences in the actual
recording amplitude. The Gain Controlled Amplifier is designed for a maximum 4 Vpp differential output. To prevent
the Gain Controlled Amplifier from saturating, the VREF level
must be set so the maximum amplifier output voltage is
4 Vpp. The AGC will force the differential peak-to-peak signal on the Channel Input to be four times the voltage applied to the VREF pin. Normally some kind of filter is connected between the Gain Controlled Amplifier's output and
the Channel Input. Typically this filter has a 6 dB insertion
loss in its pass band. Since the AGC holds the amplitude at
the Channel Input constant, this 6 dB loss through the
Channel filter will cause the Gain Controlled Amplifier's output to be 6 dB larger than the Channel Input.

A simplified circuit of the AGC block is shown in Figure 6.
When the full wave rectified Signal from the Channel Input is
greater than VREF, the voltage on the collector of transistor
T1 will increase and charge up the external capacitor CAGC
through T2. The typical available charging current is 2.5 mA.
Conversely, if this input is less than VREF, transistor T2 will
be off, so the capacitor CAGC will be discharged by the base
current going into the Darlington T3 and T 4. This discharge
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T
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FIGURE 5. Output Stage with 1k Differential Load
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FIGURE 6. Simplified AGC Circuit
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current is approximately 1 /LA. The voltage across CAGe
controls the gain of the Gain Controlled Amplifier. This voltage will vary from typically 3.4V at the highest gain to 4.5V
at the lowest gain.
When the AGC circuit has not received an input signal for a
long time, the base current of the Darlington will discharge
the external CAGe to 3.4V. The amplifier will now be at its
highest gain. When a large signal comes in, the external
CAGe will be charged up with 5 mA from T2 thereby reducing the gain of the amplifier. The formula, I = C X (dV/dt)
can be used to calculate the time required for the amplifier
to go from a gain of 200 to a gain of 6. For instance, if CAGe
= 0.01 /LF, the charging current I is 5 mA, and the dV required for the amplifier to go through its gain range is 1.1 V,
then

or above 5.5V. Figure 7 shows a typical curve of the Gain
Controlled Amplifier Gain vs. the voltage across CAGe (Vpin
14.)
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dt = (0.01 /LF X 1.1V)/(5 mAl or 2.3 /Ls.
In reality, the gain does not change this quickly since the
CAGe would only be charging during a portion of the input
waveform.
By using the same argument, the time required to increase
the amplifier gain after the input has been suddenly reduced
can be calculated. This time, the discharging current is only
1 /LA so
dt = (0.01 /LF X 1.1V)/1 /LA) or 11 ms.

FIGURE 7. Gain Controlled Amplifier Gain vs. Vpin 14
It is possible to change the time constant of the AGC circuit
by switching in different external components at the desired
times. For instance, as shown in Figure 8, an external open
collector TTL gate and resistor can be added in parallel with
CAGe to decrease the AGC response time. Similarly, an external capacitor could be switched in to increase the response time. Since in the absence of an external resistor
the discharge time of CAGe is much longer than the attack
time there may be some applications where it is desirable to
switch in a parallel resistor to quickly discharge CAGe then
switch it out to force a quick attack. Because of the quick
attack time, the AGC obtains the proper level quicker than it
would had CAGe simply been allowed to discharge to the
new level.
There are some applications where it is desirable to hold the
AGC level for a period of time. This can be done by raising
the READ/WRITE pin. This will shut off the input circuitry,
and it will take time (about 2.5 /Ls) for the circuit to recover
when going back into the read mode.

This time can be decreased by placing an external resistor
across the CAGe. For instance, if a 1OOk resistor is placed in
parallel with CAGe, then the discharge current is 40 /LA. The
time required to increase the amplifier gain is now 40 times
faster or 275 /Ls. If this external resistor is made even smaller, say 10k, then the discharge time will go to 27.5 /Ls. Now
however, there is another problem introduced. The response time of the AGC is so fast that it distorts the signal
at the output of the Gain Controlled Amplifier. Distortion of
the signal at the Amplifier Output can affect the time position of the peaks of this signal. Be sure to check this distortion over the range of input levels you expect to encounter,
when choosing the external Rand C values for the AGC.
If the value of the bleed resistor across the CAGe is decreased (in order to equalize the AGC attack and decay
times) the value of CAGe must be increased in order to
maintain an AGC response that does not distort the signal.
There is a second order effect on the amplitude that results
from this attack and decay time equalization. Referring to
Figure 1, notice that the AGC is driven from a full wave
rectified version of the Channel Input Signal. When the AGC
is operated normally (ie. fast attack and slow decay) the
voltage that appears across CAGe is the peak detected value of this full wave rectified' waveform. However, if you
equalize the AGC attack and decay times the voltage
across CAGe is the RMS voltage (0.707 times the peak) of
the full wave rectified waveform. Thus, the voltage across
CAGe is less and the amplitude out of the Gain Controlled
Amplifier will consequently be 1.4 times larger.
It is possible to externally drive the CAGe pin to control the
gain of the amplifier. When properly filtered, the peak detector output, Pin 24, can be used in this regard. It must be
noted that the gain of the amplifier is not always exactly 200
when the voltage on CAGe is 3.4V. The transfer curve between the gain of the amplifier and the voltage on CAGe is
only approximate. This transfer curve will vary between
parts and with temperature. Care should be taken to prevent
the voltage on the CAGe pin from going below ground

The AGC must be disabled during the servo sector. This is
necessary in order to insure that the AGC does not respond
to the servo Signal and adjust the signal amplitude to the
AGC threshold. The method of raiSing the READ/WRITE
pin voltage high will not work in this instance as the servo
circuitry uses the input amplifier.
Figure 9 shows a method to hold the AGC level while remaining in the read mode (which could be used in embedded servo applications). If the voltage on VREF is raised
above 2V, then the amplifier output voltage cannot get large
enough to turn on the circuitry to charge up CAGe. For this
to work properly, there cannot be a large discharge current
path (resistor in parallel with CAGel across CAGe. The
scheme, as shown in Figure 9, removes the parallel resistor
when the gate output is high.
The AGC block can be bypassed altogether by connecting
VREF to 3V. In this way, the user can use his own AGC
circuit to drive the CAGe pin directly.
DP8468B
OPEN
COLLECTOR

TLlF/8828-12

FIGURE 8. Circuit to Decrease AGC Response Time
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a.

CHANNEL FILTER
The peak detection is performed by feeding the output of
the Gain Controlled Amplifier through an external filter to
the differentiator. The differentiator output changes state
when the input pulse changes direction, generally this will
be at the peaks. The differentiator can also respond to
noise near the baseline, in which case the comparator gating channel will inhibit the output. The purpose of the external filter is to bandwidth limit the incoming signal for noise
considerations. Care must be used in the design of this filter
to ensure the delay is not a function of frequency. For this
reason, a high order Bessei filter with its constant group
delay characteristics can be used in this application. Often,
this filter must be specifically designed to correct errors introduced by the non-ideal phase characteristics of the input
read head. The typcial -3 dB pOint for this filter is around
1.5 times the highest recorded frequency. The design of this
filter is complex and will not be discussed here. However,
the following discussion does give a feel for some of the
considerations involved in the filter design. The reader is
referred to reference #3 listed at the end of the Applications Notes for further filter design information.
Figure 10 shows a typical Region 1 waveform where there is
no bit interaction. This waveform is primarily the sum of the
fundamental frequency and its 3rd harmonic (higher odd
harmonics are present when there is more shouldering).
If the filter is to preserve this wave shape (this would be the
case if no read/write head phase compensation were necessary) then the phase relationship between the fundamental frequency and its harmonics must not be altered. Figure
11 shows the output when the 3rd harmonic has the proper
magnitude, but the phase relationship is not maintained.
The result is that the output waveform is not the same
shape as the input (in a severe case it may be almost unrecognizable) and the time position of the peaks has been altered.
One electrical parameter which describes how well a filter
will preserve a wave shape is called group delay. Group
delay is defined as the change in phase divided by the
change in frequency. If the group delay is constant over the
frequencies of interest, then the wave shape will be maintained. An MFM coded signal will contain three basic frequency components for the various digital patterns of data.
For instance, a 10 Megabit/sec MFM signal will consist of
analog frequencies of 2.5 MHz, 3.33 MHz and 5 MHz. On
the outer track the bit density is the lowest and the 5 and
3.33 MHz signals will look sinusoidal while the 2.5 MHz signal will have a tendency to return to the baseline. This returning to the baseline is called shouldering and is illustrated
in Figure 10. Since this shouldering is rich in 3rd harmonicthe 2.5 MHz signal will have a strong 7.5 MHz component.
The 10 Megabit/sec MFM signal will therefore have
2.5 MHz, 3.33 MHz, 5 MHz, and 7.5 MHz components which
must be filtered with constant group delay in order to reproduce the original waveform. For example, if the phase shift
through the filter at 2.5 MHz is 33.3', then at 3.33 MHz the
phase shift must be 44.3', at 5 MHz-66.6', and at
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FIGURE 9. AGC Hold Circuit
READ/WRITE

In the normal read mode, the signal from the read/write
head amplifier is in the range of 20 mVpp to 660 mVpp.
However, when data is being written to the disk, the signal
coming into the analog input of the pulse detector will be on
the order of 600 mY. Such a large Signal will disturb the
AGC level and would probably saturate the amplifier. In addition, if a different read/write amplifier is selected, there will
be a transient introduced because the offset of the preamplifiers are not matched. A READ/WRITE input pin has
been provided to minimize these effects to the pulse detector. This is a standard TTL input.
When the READ/WRITE pin is low, the pulse detector is in
the read mode. When the READ/WRITE pin is taken high,
three things happen. First, the 1k resistors across the AMP
IN pins are shunted by 700 resistors, as described previously in the Gain Controlled Amplifier section. Next, the amplifier is squelched so there is no signal on the Amp Output.
Finally, the previous AGC level is held. This AGC hold function is accomplished by not allowing any current to charge
up the external CAGC. The voltage across this capacitor will
-slowly reduce due to the bias current into the Darlington
(see Figure 6 ) or through any resistor placed in parallel with
CAGC. Therefore, as describe,d in the Automatic Gain Control section, the gain of the amplifier will slowly increase. All
of these three events happen simultaneously.
When the READ/WRITE input is ,returned low, the pulse
detector will go back to the read mode in a specific sequence. First of all, the input impedance at the Amp In is
returned to 1k. Then, after approximately 1 ,",S, the Gain
Controlled Amplifier is taken out of the squelch mode, and
finally approximately 1
after ttiat, the AGC circuit is
turned back on. This return to the read mode is designed to
minimize analog transients in order to provide stable operation after 2.5
It is very important that the analog input be
stable before the chip is returned to the read mode. It is
recommended that other than when writing, the Pulse Detector be in the read mode at all times in order to prevent
the 2.5
delay from slowing up the system. The READ/
WRITE pin may be connected to the Write Gate output of a
controller (such as the DP8466 Disk Data Controller).

'"'S

'"'S.

7.5 MHz-99.9'. The group delay

'"'S

dO
dt

.

.

for thiS case IS

13.32'/MHz. This can be better interpreted as a time delay.
33.3' of a 2.5 MHz signal is equivalent to (33.3/360) x
(1/2.5 MHz) or 37 ns. Similarly, 66.6' on a 5 MHz signal is
(66.6/360) x (1/5 MHz) = 37 ns.
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zero, the current through Cd is I = C X (dV/dt) or Cd x
(dVIN/dt). The 02 collector current is the sum of the 1.8 mA
current source plus the current through Cd or

~~

~

1.8 mA + Cd X (dVIN/dt).
Similarly, the 03 collector current is
1.8 mA - Cd x (dVIN/dt).
Therefore, the differentiator output voltage, VS - V6, is
1.Sk x 2 X Cd X (dVIN/dt).

TLlF/8828-14

~I

The input is at a peak when VS - V6 = OV.

FIGURE 10. Typical Region 1 Waveform

The differentiator network (Cd and Rd) should be selected
so the maximum current into the differentiator network is not
greater than the minimum current of 11 and 12 over temperature. In the electrical specifications, the minimum current is
specified for 1.4 mA (led Current into Pin 1 and 24 that
discharges Cd). For example, the highest analog frequency
in a 10 Megabitlsec, MFM signal is S MHz. Since the AGC
loop has forced the input to the differentiator to 2 Vpp
(which includes the 6 dB loss of the filter), then the voltage
across the capacitor (assuming Rd is 0) is:

:1

:1
I

TL/F/8828-15

VIN = 1 x sin(2 X

FIGURE 11. Region 1 Waveform with
the Incorrect Phase Relationship

1T X

SE6 X t)

and

The third order Bessel Filter as shown in the 10 Mbitl sec.
pulse pairing measurement board on the data sheet is designed for a constant group delay and a -3 dB point of
7.S MHz. At this frequency the delay through the filter is
3S ns. The Gain Controlled Amplifier of the DP8468 is designed for a group delay of a 7.8 ns for frequencies up to
7.S MHz. The 7.8 ns delay in the Gain Controlled Amplifier
and the 37 ns delay in the Bessel Filter do not introduce any
timing error, only a delay of 44.3 ns from the Amp Input to
the output of the filter.

dVIN/dt = 1

x 2 x 1T x SE6 x cos(2 x

1T

x SE6

X t)

and the maximum slope is
(dVIN/dt)max

=

1

x 2 x 1T x SE6 =

314ES V/sec.

For this example, Cd can now be calculated. Since I = C x
(dV/dt), then for I = 1.4 mA, dV/dt = 314ES, then the
maximum Cd must equal 4S pF. From this example, a following simple deSign equation for the value of Cd can be derived.
Cd

=

44S/(VIN X fmax)

where

DIFFERENTIATOR

Cd is the maximum external differentiator capacitor in pF

A simplified circuit of the first stage of the differentiator is
shown in Figure 12. The voltages at V3 and V4 are simply
two diodes down from Vl and V2. Therefore the voltage
across the external differentiator network (Cd in series with
Rd) is the differential input voltage Vl - V2. When Rd is

VIN is the peak to peak differential Channel input voltage
fmax is the maximum analog frequency in MHz
Note that this is the maximum value for the capacitor when
the series resistor Rd is zero. The value of the capacitor can

INTERNAL 8V - - - - _ -......- - - - - - _ -_ _-

......-

....

1.Sk
PIN 1
V1

3k
Sk

VIN

10k
Sk

"Optional differentiator output
for engineering samples only

V2
PIN 4

TL/F/8828-16

FIGURE 12. Simplified Differentiator First Stage
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be increased if a series resistor is used, but the maximum
current through the differentiator network must not exceed
1.4 mA. If too large a value for Cd is used, the delay through
the differentiator will become dependent on frequency. This
will not show up in a single frequency test such as a test lor
pulse pairing.

This detection window must accommodate errors in many
parts of the system including filters, data separator, and
peak shift variations in the data pattern. The pulse pairing of
the DP8468 should be included in the error budget calculation.
DIFFERENTIAL COMPARATOR WITH HYSTERESIS
The actual peak detection is done in the time channel with
the differentiator. Unfortunately, the differentiator not only
responds to signal peaks but also responds to noise at the
baseline. In order to prevent this noise from generating false
data, the signal at the output of the Gain Controlled Amplifier is also passed through a gating channel which prevents
any output change before the input signal has crossed an
established level. This gating channel comprises a differential comparator with hysteresis and a D flip-flop. The hysteresis for this comparator is set externally via the Set Hysteresis pin. The amount of hysteresis is twice the voltage on the
Set Hysteresis pin. For instance, if the voltage on the Set
Hysteresis pin is 0.3V, the differential input signal must be
larger than 0.6V( ± 0.3V) before the output of the comparator will change states. The 0.6V hysteresis represents 30%
of a typical 2V differential input signal level to the gating
channel. The hysteresis level is usually set between 15% to
40% of the differential input signal.
The operation of the gating channel is shown in Figure 13.
At the top is a typical Region 1 waveform which exhibits
shouldering on the lowest frequency and is almost sinusoidal on the highest frequency. In this example, this waveform
is fed to both the timing and the gating channel. The hysteresis level (of about 25%) has been drawn on this waveform.
The second waveform is the output of the differentiator and
its bi-directional one shot. While there is a positive edge
pulse at each peak, there is also noise at the shoulders.
This waveform is the clock for the D flip-flop.
The third waveform in Figure 13 is the output of the Comparator with Hysteresis which goes to the D input of the flipflop. The true peaks are the first positive edges of the differentiator's bi-directional one shot output which occur after
the output of the comparator has changed states. The D
flip-flop will "clock" in these valid peaks to the output bi-directional one shot. Therefore, the noise pulses (due to the

For the MFM code, the maximum analog frequency is Yo the
data rate. For the '12(2,7) code, the maximum analog frequency is '13 the data rate. The above sinusoidal analysis is
valid as long as the highest frequency on the outer track is
nearly sinusoidal. If, however, there is significant shouldering of this signal then the value of Cd should be reduced
accordingly.
The following table summarizes the value of Cd to use for a
2 Vpp differential signal to the channel input.
Data Rate

Code

Maximum Frequency

Cd

5 mbits/sec

MFM

2.5 MHz

90pF

5 mbits/sec

2,7

1.6MHz

140pF

10 mbits/sec

MFM

5.0 MHz

45pF

10 mbits/sec

2,7

3.3 MHz

67 pF

As noted above, the value of the capacitor can be increased
if a series resistor is used, but the maximum current through
the differentiator network must not exceed 1.4 mA.
A resistor is placed in series with Cd in order to bandlimit the
differentiator response. This resistor also has an effect on
the phase linearity of the differentiator. An ideal differentiator produces an output that is 90 degree phase shifted from
the input regardless of the input frequency. The presence of
the series resistor produces an output phase shift that is
less than 90 degrees and changes with the input frequency.
This resistor can be used to correct for frequency related
phase problems encountered elsewhere in the read path.
To properly decode the information on the disk, the read
channel must determine if there is a peak (or a "1") during a
period of time called a detection window. The detection window for MFM and the (2,7) code is
1/(2 x data bit rate).

OUTPUT OF DlFFERENTIATOR'S
HI-DIRECTIONAL
ONE SHOT ~...I.IU~~L..Ii~I-'''+'''''''''''''''~~'''''~1j-I1,&,Ai:
OUTPUT OF
DIFF COMPARATOR
WITH HYSTERESIS ......- -....- -....- -. .- -......-

.....- -

o
ENCOOED DATA

n n nnn n n

FIGURE 13. Pulse Detector Operation for Region 1 Signals
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differentiator responding to noise at the baseline) just
"clock" in the old data through the flip·flop and the output
does not change.
The Q output of the flip·flop drives the output bidirectional
one-shot which generates the positive edges corresponding
to the peaks. The width of the data pulses can be controlled
by an external capacitor from the Set Pulse Width pin to
ground. This pulse width can be adjusted from 20 ns to 'Iz
the period of the highest frequency. Typical values for this
capacitor are 20 pF for a 25 ns pulse width to 100 pF for a
100 ns pulse.

This time constant can be made to be much faster than the
response time of the AGC of the Gain Controlled Amplifier.
In this manner the hysteresis level can maintain a nearly
constant percentage of the peak amplitude of the signal at
the Channel Input Pins.
The charge time of the pin 24 capacitor, CPDO. is set by the
pin 24 output resistor. Ro, (approx. 270m and the capacitor
value. The discharge time is longer since the external bleed
resistor, Rs, across the pin 24 capacitor is much larger than
Ro. The charge time can be made longer by adding an external resistor in series with pin 24.
Figure 15 shows a plot of the hysteresis level obtained as a
function of the peak to peak differential channel input level,
pins 1 and 4, for the circuit shown in Figure 14. Note that
VHYST does not go to zero when there is no signal at the
Channel Input. This is because pin 24 has a DC quiescent
output level of approximately .8V. Consequently, a 50% reduction in the Channel Input level results in a 36% reduction
in the hysteresis level in the linear region of Figure 15.

DYNAMIC HYSTERESIS
A dynamically changing hysteresis level (as a function of
signal level at the Channel Input pins) can easily be implemented with the DP8468B. An amplified full wave rectified
peak detecting output. pin 24. is made available for this
function. A resistor capacitor network is connected from pin
24 to pin 23 as shown in Figure 14. The RC time constant
determines the rate at which the hysteresis level can dynamically change as a function of the signal level out of the
Gain Controlled Amplifier.
8V

7.,V.rv\A}
~

'--0-----'--'0'-----'--'-0._· oJ 130mV
-->..'

3.8V-

4.4V

'-IM-......-i

2.7V -L--L_L-...L.

TO PIN 23

t - -..... SET HYSTERESIS

• VCllAN = 2V PK - PK

(VHYST)

"

TL/F/8828-18

FIGURE 14. Dynamic Hysteresis Circuitry
VHYST

.34
.32
.30

.28
.26
.24
.22
.20

.18
.16
.14

.12
.10
VCIiAN PP DIFFERENTIAL

.08

o .4 .8 1.2 1.6 2 2.4 2.8
Note: The circuit in Figure 14 was used to generate this curve.

FIGURE 15. Dynamic Hysteresis Operation
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Application Information (Continued)
Consequently, an inexpensive servo writer can be used to
lay down the servo pattern. The disadvantage of this two
burst approach is that because of the physical separation of
the A and B burst, an error term is introduced in the relative
amplitudes when this pattern is used to detect the head
position during a fast seek. For example if the head is moving across the A track in the direction of the B track, then by
the time the A burst is detected the head will have moved
closer to the B burst, resulting in an error term. This error
term mayor may not be important depending on the application.
This error term during a fast seek can be eliminated with the
'Interlaced Tri-Bit Pattern', also shown in Figure 16. This
pattern uses accurately positioned A and B pulses written
on alternate half tracks. When the read head is exactly centered between the two half tracks the recovered A and B
amplitudes will be exactly equal. If, for example, the read
head is positioned closer to the A half track, then the A
pulse will be proportionately larger than the B pulse. Because the A and B pulses are so close together in time, a
third negative going Sync pulse is required to synchronize

EMBEDDED SEAVO DETECTION SCHEMES
Figure 16 shows the two types of embedded servo patterns
the DP8468B is capable of detecting. By far the simplest
pattern to detect and to write onto the disk, is the Burst
Pattern. Two servo bursts are written on alternate half
tracks on the disk surface. These bursts are each generally
10 ,..,s to 30 ,..,s in duration.
When the read head is exactly centered between the two
half tracks, the amplitude of each servo burst will be equal"
and one half the level that would be detected had the read
head been exactly centered over the servo burst. If, for example, the read head is not centered but closer to the A
burst, then the detected amplitude of the A burst will be
proportionately larger than the detected amplitude of the B
burst. If the A and B signals are gated into separate peak
detectors then the levels of the A and B burst signals are
detected. Comparing the relative levels of the resulting DC
voltage yields a correction term for repositioning the read/
write head.
The two burst scheme is particularly easy to write on the
disk surface because the A and B patterns do not overlap.

Burst Pattern
A BURST

f\

f\

f\

f\

HALF TRACK

v VV

TRACK CENTER

v

HALF TRACK

r

V Cl V'Cl V Cl

V

B BURST

I {\ V Cl'V Cl V ~""''''

TLiF18828-20

Interlaced Pattern: Tri-Bit
A
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FIGURE 16. Servo Patterns
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the gating of the A and B signals. Without the Sync pulse,
there would be no way to gate the A and B pulses into the
separate servo channels.

The gated detectors are placed in a hold mode (i.e., gated
off) when the gating pins 17 and 20 are high and pin 22 is
low. In this mode a small leakage current (less than 1 p-A)
will slowly discharge the peak detector capaCitors.

Because of the close proximity of the A and B pulses, the
seek error term is eliminated. The price that is paid for this is
high, however. Writing this servo pattern on the disk surface
requires an expensive and very accurate servo writer. Also,
external Sync detection circuitry must be added to the
DP8468B. The Channel Alignment Output can be used for
this purpose. Once the Sync pulse is detected then gating
signals must be generated to control the Gated Detectors
on the DP8468B.

When centered on track, the channel input signal level from
the servo burst should equal 1V peak to peak differential.
Thus when on track, the servo burst is half the amplitude of
the channel input signal in the data field. The channel filter
should not be designed to increase the amplitude of the
servo signal. The DP8468B has a built in amplifier that will
boost the signal level. This amplifier saturates when the
channel input signal exceeds 2V peak to peak differential.
All that happens if this amplifier saturates is that the recovered DC level at the buffer outputs will not linearly track the
amplitude of the channel input signal.

GATED SERVO DETECTORS
Figure 17 is a simplified schematic of one of the gated detectors. The gated detectors require TTL gating signals
which overlap the duration of the servo burst pattern. The
gated detectors are basically peak detectors, but by adding
a resistor in series with the peak detector capacitors, Cp1
and Cp2, filtering of the servo Signal is accomplished. However, the RC time constant of this series combination should
be shorter than the length of the servo burst. This allows the
capacitor to fully charge up to the peak of the servo burst.
Consequently, the longer the servo burst is, the longer RC
time constant can be used and the less sensitive will be the
Peak Detectors to noise spikes.

The output of the gated detectors drive two high input impedance unity gain buffers which provide a level shifted low
impedance output voltage representation of the voltage
across the peak detector capaCitors. A simplified schematic
of one of the buffers is shown in Figure 18. Though the
output buffers do some level shifting, they do not level shift
all the way down to a ground reference. In fact the minimum
output voltage from the output buffers is approximately 1.2V
for Vpin21 = 5V.
This minimum output voltage is designed to be a constant
percentage of the 5V input level at pin 21 independent of
temperature. This minimum output level is important when
calculating an error correction term using the expression
(A - B)/(A + B) where A and B represent the amplitudes
of the servo burst Signals. Since the A and B voltages at the
buffer outputs do not go to zero, an additional term, C, must
be accounted for. The modified expression then becomes:

A separate TTL input is provided to implement the discharge of the peak detector capacitors. This discharge
drains the capacitors of the charge they acquired during the
previous servo sector. When discharge (pin 22) is high, approximately 1 kO is connected through two diodes and 1
schottky diode from the peak detector pins, 18 and 19, to
ground. The discharge time will then depend on the RC time
constant of the sum of the external resistor + 1 kO times
the external capaCitor.

error = (A - B)/(A

+B

- 2C)

where C = minimum output level of each buffer.

II
BUFFER
OUT

>---oPIN#15 OR PIN#16

15k

15k

TL/F/8828-22

FIGURE 17. Gated Detector
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8V

Q

6k

6k

TUF/8828-23

FIGURE 18. Buffer

If C is not accounted for, a gain error will result. As mentioned above, C is designed to be a constant percentage of
the voltage applied to pin 21, independent of temperature.
Thus,
C = K .Vpin21

DIFFERENCE AMPLIFIER USE WITH AN ADC
Though muxed ADCs are very common today and often
available as part of a microprocessor, there may be some
users who do not have muxed inputs. The DP8468B can still
be used in these applications by using the difference amplifier output.

where K = a constant (approx. = 0.22).
Therefore, C will represent a constant number of bits in a
system that digitizes the buffer outputs and uses the voltage
applied to Vpin21 as an ADC (analog to digital converter)
reference.

A simplified schematic of the difference amplifier is shown in
Figure 19. When the voltage at the buffer outputs are equal
(i.e., on track center) the voltage at the difference amplifier
output will equal the voltage on pin 21. The DC transfer
function for the difference amplifier output is given below
and plotted in Figure 20:

BUFFER OUTPUTS USED WITH ADC
The output voltage levels from the buffer have been specifically designed to allow them to be directly connected to a
muxed A to D converter. Some muxed ADC's allow for a
reduced span by tying one of the inputs to a level that will
represent all O's when converted. This can be accomplished
with the above scheme by tying the ADC input to a resistor
voltage divider from pin 21 to ground with the ratio of the
resistors given by:
[R1/(R1 + R2») = K

VOUT = (1/2) [A - B) + Vpin21
Using the above equation the maximum and minimum voltage for VOUT can be calculated. They are:
VOUTmax. = (1/2) ([(2 01.75) + 1.2)- 1.2) + 5 = S.75V
VOUTmin. = (1/2)(1.2 - [(201.75) + 1.2») + 5 = 3.25V
Since most ADCs can only digitize voltages below 5V, the
difference amplifier's output must some how be level shifted
down. The easiest way to accomplish this is to use a resis·
tor voltage divider from the difference amplifier output to
ground. In this case a divider ratio of 5/S.75 is required to
insure that the center of the divider never goes above 5V.
For a symetric span about the on channel voltage (on channel voltage = (5/S.75).5V = 3.704V) the total output span
will now be 2.592V. This is a large enough span to still allow
for greater than 7 bits of accuracy from an 8·bit ADC.
The above technique is only valid if the AGC has been al·
lowed to settle to a known and constant level prior to the
servo sector. Also the AGe must be put into a hold mode
during the servo sector. If the AGC is allowed to adjust the
signal levels to a known and constant level prior to the ser·
vo sector then the (A + B - 2C) denominator term is a
constant independent of the track. Consequently, this term
can be neglected from the gain error calculation and only
the one difference output need be digitized.

With this technique, the full resolution of the ADC can be
utilized. The span of the voltage at the buffer outputs between minimum and maximum detected signals is approximately 3.5V. Because of this large voltage span at the buff·
er outputs, it may not be necessary to use the above reduced span technique. The 3.5V span allows for better than
7 bits of ADC resolution when digitizing with an 8-bit ADC
between OV and the ADC reference (which should be tied to
pin 21).
The output buffers have been designed so that their output
levels never exceed the voltage on pin 21. Thus the user
need not be concerned that the buffer outputs will exceed
the maximum allowed input voltage to the ADC.
The buffers are capable of sourcing up to 3 mA of current
and can sink about 300 ",A. This sink current can be in·
creased by adding an external pull down resistor from the
buffer outputs to ground.
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FIGURE 19. Difference Amplifier
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FIGURE 20. Difference Amplifier DC Transfer Curve
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The output stage of the difference amplifier is capable of
sourcing about 3 mA of current and can sink about 500 "A
The sink current can be increased by adding an external
resistor from the DA output, pin 25, to ground.

external sample and hold at the difference amplifier output
in order to prevent a false correction during the servo sector. A sample would then be taken after the servo sector
when both detectors are gated off.

DIFFERENCE AMPLIFIER OUTPUT USED IN A LINEAR
FEEDBACK SYSTEM
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